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Ex-CIA agent
Agee debates
By R. Scott Nelson
CIA on-campus recruitment,
Former Central Intelligence which he said is contrary to the
Agency member Philip Agee aims of a university.
"A university is a place to seek
faced the UNH Debate Society
on controversial CIA issues the truth," Agee said. "The CIA
including recruitment on cam- is in direct opposition to this
pus, covert foreign and domestic goal. The CIA distorts the
actions, and the question of truth."
The CIA shouldn't be allowed
accountability last night in the
to "disgrace" college ~ampuses
MUB.
A diverse audience of approx- with their presence, Agee said,
imately 200 attended the debate, adding there are plenty of
which was sponsored by the federal buildings available for
UNH Programming Fund Or- recruiting purposes.
"CIA campus recruiting is a
ganization.
Agee, a CIA operations officer corruption of what a university
from 1957 to 1969, has spent is," Agee said. "The CIA is a
the last 14 years writing and criminal organization. Would
lecturing about offenses com- . you let the mafia come here?"
Prats said preventing CIA
mitted by the CIA, an organization he referred co as "murder campus recruiting would set a
precedent of discrimination.
incorporated".
Debate Society members "Pretty soon, other companies
Mike Rose, Jay Gould and Dan- may be kicked off campus," he
ny Prats argued pro-CIA points said.
A university restriction on
for the purpose of debate.
CIA recruiting on campus was the CIA would also take away
the most hotly discussed topic student choice and personal
freedoms, he said. ·
of the evening.
Rose echoed Prat's standAgee, who was recruited by
the CIA at Notre Dame in 1956,
CIA, page 6
was firm in his opposition to
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Phil Agee, former member of the CIA, made a strong case against the CIA during yesterday's
debate in the MUB. (Eric Stites photo)

Cliff concert ·drug arrests
By John Robert
Members of Jimmy Cliffs
encourage were arrested by
. UNH police Sunday night for
allegedly possessing marijuana
and cocaine at a pre-concert
party in their Field House
dressing room just a half hour
before the concert.
"We found 4 bags of marijuana and three packets of white
powder which we believe to be
cocaine," UNH Police Chief
Roger Beaudoin said.
The police came across the
illegal drugs while on a routine
check of the building. "The
officer knocked on the door and
when they were let in they
discovered the drugs and paraphernalia," Beaudoin said.
Two UNH students were also
involved in the dressing room
drug arrest. One stnr1Pnt is heing

charged with the illegal possession of a controlled substance
and the other was arrested being
in the kn9wing presence of an ·
illegal drug.
Cliff crew member Trevor 0.
McDonald, of 300 East 45th st.,
Brooklyn, N.Y., was charged
with unlawful possession of a
controlled drug and drug paraphe nalia, according to UNH
police. McDonald was later
released on $1,000 cash bail and
$5,000 personal recognizance
bail, so he could return to t:he
delayed concert.
Band members David G. Mason, 32, of Kingston, Jamaica,
Norman Chambers, 19, of Kingston, Jamaica and Randall M.
Abrhamson, 31, of Miami
Beach, Florida, -are charged with ·
being in the knowing presence
of an illegal drug. The men, were

set free on $1,000 cash bail.
The band and crew members
will appear in Durham District
Court on Dec. 7.
Hos pi tali ty director for
SCOPE Scott R. Byrnes, 20, of
33 Baker St. Dover N.H., was
also charged with unlawful
possession of a controlled drug
and drug paraphernalia. He was
released on $5,000 cash bail.
A separate arrest involving
marijuana was made in A Lot
Sunday night at the concert as
well. Jimmy Cliff fan John J.
O'Brien Jr., 18, of 25 Doe Run
Ln. Stratham, N.H., was found
by UNH police smoking marijuana in his car..
He is charged with the _illegal
possession of a controlled drug
and will appear in court on Dec.

13.

IFC votes all-dry ·rush

Reggae Rasta-man
Jimmy Cliff.
sparks UNH with smoking s~ts
last Sunday! See page 17.
(photo by Bryim Faryons

By Susan Flynn
To augment the goal of preventing alcohol abuse within
the greek community, the Interfratenity council (IFC) voted
1·0 to 4 last Tuesday night to
prohibit the serving of alcohol
at all fraternity rushes.
According to IFC Vice President Sam Starr, the majority
of students rushing are under
21 and should not be drinking
alcohol anyway.
"Choosing which house to
rush can be one of the biggest
decisions of your college career,"
Starr said. "It should be a sober
one."
Concerns involving liability,
pressure from national chapters
of the fraternities ahd problems
with alcohol abuse contributed
to the decision, Starr said.

1 here is no reason for any
rushee to go co Health Services
anymore," Starr said.
According to IFC President
Dan Fasciano the vote co eliminate alcohol is a "monumental
one."
"It breaks a huge tradition
at UNH," Fasciano said. "No
longer will fraternities be able
to use booze as a marketing
cool."
Fasciano sees the change as
a good one for the greek system.
The new by-law will force
brothers to re-discover their
houses and pull out the good
things because "alcohol will not
be able to mask it."
IFC member Casey Cramton
said the move by the greek
system is a good one; however,
people o_n this campus are still

going to drink.
_
"A dry rush _ won't stop
anyone from being able to drink
in the UNH community," Cramton said.
Cramcon stressed that the
vote was "proactive rather than
reactive" and explained that no
members of the administration
forced the IFCto make this
change.
According co IFC secretary/ treasurer John Barry the new rule
will make fratenities more
responsible.
The IFC decided to. take the
initiative before it was handed
down to them from the administration.
"Everyone has handled it
well," Barry said. "Things are
a lot different than when we
pledged. Times are changing."
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Sneaky skunk~ scare unsuspecting students
By Jonathan Arthur
"I saw a skunk," said a student
presently attending UNH. The
skunk, behind the mini-dorm
Eaton House, was about six feet
away from the student.
'Tve got to get out of here,"
she thought.
A striped skunk has a spraying range of up to twelve feet,
according to the Worlc;l Book
Encyclopedia. There was little ·
hope for the student, who asked
to remain anonymous.
"There was skunk everywhere," she said. The student's
friends would not sympathize.
"Then they came in and laughed
at me."
This student who once enjoyed these majestic little creatures said, "I want to shoot them
now or run them over with my
car." The only cure for the anger
was a little tomato juice and a
lot of soap.
The substance of scent is
described as a yellowish, oily,
phosphorescent, nauseating
fluid sometimes containing
ci;eamy yellow curds. Two oval
glands next to the skunks rectum use a mass of sphincter
muscles to fire two streams. The
skunk c~n fire up to five rounds,

according to author Mirian "Looking straight at the enemy,
Schlein who wrote What's it can bring (its body) back
wrong with being a skunk?.
around and fire directly at him,"
There have been several sug- Cahalane said.
gestions in the past of how to
The spray is not poisonous.
keep a skunk from spraying you. It might burn your eyes for a
One is to pick the skunk up by while but it won't blind you. "No
the tail. Author Victor H . Cah- one has ever died of it, a great
alane of Mammals of North many people have thought they
America suggests, "If you must were about to. As with seasickhold a skunk, keep it belly up, ness, most victims regret the
grasping the head in one hand news chat they wi!l survive,"
and the base of the tail with the •states Roger Caras
other."
in his book North
It is not suggested that you American Mammals.
try catching one. Skunks can be
a carrier of rabies, according to
Professor Ed Francq of Zoology.
Even if you did get a hold of one,
they have very sharp teeth
according to Cahalane.
Skunks do not spray people
for fun. They spray for defense.
"He doesn't use it to be spiteful
or mean. He only uses it when
he feels he is in real danger,"
says author Schlein.
According to Schlein, first the
skunk stands still. Then it
stamps on the ground with its
front feet. Its tail is raised and
it might even growl or chatter
its teeth. Watch out, a skunk can
spray yuu while it faces you. It
bends~ body in a u-shape.

UNH provides an ideal environment for a skunk habitat.
" These little animals are very
adaptable. The striped variety
is found just about everywhere,
and it is all but i1npossible to
describe its known range of
habitat choices," Cao s said.
There are the small w0oded
areas and many other cubbies
that can be used for dens and
hiding places.
Skunks have been out and
about in large numbers at UNH
chis fall. Manager of Building
Maintenance,Joanne Eaton said,
"We get a lot of calls for
skunks." Joanne is in charge of
dispatching maintenance men
with traps to capture the skunks
in question.
University Travel Agency
building across from the Post
Office has also had their share
of skunks. "It started this fall, "
said Melinda Osgood, a travel
agent who works in the building.
There have been four or five
sprayings in the basement this
fall said Osgood.
Both the University and the
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
China opposed to Khmer
Rouge return to power
Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng said Sunday that
his country opposes the Khmer Rouge regaining
exclusive control of Cambodia. He also rejected
Vietnam's deadline of withdrawing its ·100,000
occupation troops.
At a news conference, Li also repeated China's
support of the proposal for a four-part coalition
government led by Prince Norodom Sihanouk to
take control in Cambodia following the Vietnamese
withdrawal.
He said representatives from each of the rival
factions vying for control should be approved by
each other.
Cambodia, which gained independence from
France in 195 3, became a republic in 1970 after
the ouster of Prince Sihanouk. A Khmer Rouge
government came to power in 1975 under Pol Pot
and was responsible for the deaths of an estimated
one million Cambodians from 1975 to 1979. A
Vietnamese invasion ousted Pol Pot and the Khmer
Rouge in January 1979.
"China will not support the Khmer Rouge to
return to exclusive power, nor do we support the
Heng Samrin regime to have any monopoly of
political powere in Cambodia," Li said.

Anti-smokers want 2nd
warning label
Anti-smoking advocates and lobbyists said they
will step up their attacks on the tobacco industry,
as ground breaking legislation aimed at protecting
minors comes under consideration in the Massachusetts Senate.
The state legislature is scheduled to consider
at its next formal session a bill requiring tobacco
companies to print a warning on all cigarette packs
that it is against the law to sell tobacco to minors.
A Senate vote on the bill, which· has already gained
House approval, was delayed in July.
"Our hope is that Massachusetts will take the
lead in this effort to protect the health and wellbeing of the nation's young," said Dave Altman
of the Stanford School of Medicine in Palo Alto,
Calif. He was one of the five Stop Teenage
Addiaction to Tobacco board members who met
in Boston to discuss strategy to prevent the illegal
sales of tobacco to minors.
The group said studies in California have shown
that in cases where a printed reminder that it is
illegal to sell tobacco to minors is displayed, sales
to minors were reduced by 70 percent.
,.
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Coeds can pound better

PLO to recognize Isreal

PLO leaders this weekend accepted a United
College women in New York State may be getting
Nations resolution implicitly recognizing lsreal's
an unintended lesson at school in how to drink.
right to exist and recommended the PLO's parFemale students are twice as likely to be heavey
liament endorse the decision.
drinkers as their counterparts who are not in college,
Approved by the Palestine National Council,
according to a study of New Yorker's drinking habits
released Sunday by the state Division of Alcoholism _ the PLO's parliament in exile, is virtually certain
and would meet one of the conditions for U.S.
and Alcohol Abuse.
recognition of the Palestinian Liberation OrganThe survey of 6,364 New Yorkers was conducted
ization.
by Louis Harris and Associates and will be used
The action by a committee of PLO leaders showed
by state officials to guide alcohol education and
that chairman Y asser Arafat has won his struggle
abuse prevention programs in the coming years,
with hard-liners over the controversial U.N.
said Richard Cha<ly, spokesman for the alcohol abuse
resolution 242, which calls for withdrawal of lsreali
division.
forces from territories captured in the 1967 war
Male college students, just like women, are more
and also recognition of Isreals right to exist. In
likely to drink than their non-college peers, but
the 450-member PNC, 80 percent to 85 percent
there is not the same discrepancy in the number
of the parliament members were aliagned with
of problem drinkers than there is with women,
Arafat.
according to the survey.
Besides a declaration of Palestinian independence
The survey found 17 percent of full-time female
and approval of Resolution 242, the conference
college students are classified as "heavier" drinkers,
was expected to establish a pro" isional government.
compared to only 8 percent of women that age who
PLO officials have stresed that the provisional
do not go to college. "Heavier" drinkers consume
government, when it is formed, would not be an
an average of more than two drinks per day.
alternative to the PLO but an institution of the
Among men, 25 percent of the non-college
PLO mandate to negotiate peace.
students are heavier drinkers and 22 percent of
"The PNC will come out with a political decision
col~~ge students fit that cat~gory.
and a program of peace," PLO spokesman Ahmed
Abdul-Rahman said.

We.s tern Govs. warit
Poll-Clo.sing law

Annoyed by televis10n network projections that
George Bush- won the Presidential ele~tion before
polls closed on the West Coast last Tuesday, Western
governors want to press Congress for a uniform
poll-closing time.
"Early network projections of the outcome of
the Presidential election based on East Coast results
are a slap in the face to the .Western voters," says
Washington Democratic Gov. Booth Gardner.
"It says to them, 'Your vote doesn't count.' That
is the wrong message to send, and it diminished
the value of our right to vote."
California Gov. George Deukmejian, chairman
of the Western Governor's Association and an ardent
Bush supporter, said he will ask the Association
to urge Congress to set a uniform time for closing
polling places across the country in national
elections.
Legislation embodying the concept has been
introdu,ced repeatedly since 1981 by Rep. Al Swift,
D-Wash., but. died in the Senate after clearing the
House. Swift said it succumbed to lack of interest
rather than oppos·ition and that supporters should
lobby their senators.
I••

I

-China chows KFC
The Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet in Beijing
sold more chicken than any other of the Louiville,"
Ky-. based chain's 7,700 restaurants worldwjde in
the past year the company announced.
Since opening officially Nov . 12, 1987, the
restaurant has registered one-year sales equivalent
to about $3 million, said Richard Mayer, KFC
chairman and chief exective officer.
"Chinese consumers have embraced Kentucky
Fried Chicken with tremendous enthusiasm," Mayer
said. "We believe Beijing will prove to be an excellent
model for additional KFC joint ventures in China."
The restaurant on Tian'anmen Square is only
a few hundred yards from the tomb of Mao TseTung and has set a record more than 643,000
transactions. About 95 percent of the consumers
are Beijing residents or Chinese tourists. The ·
remaining 5 percent are foreign visitors.
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EX-CIA agent relates horrors ·
By Curtis Graves
When Ex-CIA agent Phillip
Agee spoke to a crowd of about
500 last night in the Strafford
Room of the MUB, almost
everyone in attendance seemed
genuinely interested. But the
stories Agee related after the
debate transcended the interesting; they filled the listener
with disgust and horror.
"On one occasion, during the
state of siege in Uruguay, I was
instructed to give the name and
address of the leader of the left
_for preventative detention of
that person," Agee said.
"The hope was that . ( the
detention of that person) would
cause a spy scare, which would
cause the people to end the
siege.
"Two days later, I was sitting
in the office of the chief of
police. I heard wailing coming
from the room next door. At
first I thought it was just a
vendor. Then it (the wailing)
turned into screaming and moaning. Later, I learned it was the
person whose name I had given."
·
Agee said he found out later
that the person died from the
torture inflicted upon him at
the hands of the CIA and the
Uruguayan government.
Agee's appearance at UNH
last night was part of a nine-

week, 30-college tour to expose
the CIA and promote his new
book, On The Run.
Agee, 5 3, began his career
with the CIA in April of 1957.
He spent 12 years as an operations officer in Latin America.
He retired in 1969 and eventually broke the CIA's "code of
silence" by writing a book
chronicling his life as a CIA
agent.
On The Run is his fifth book.
Agee now lives in Spain with
his wife. This tour marks his
first return to the United States
in several years.
Acco!"ding to Student Senator
Andrew Ga~nble, who organized
the presentation, Agee is considered so sensitive by the U.S.
government that "CIA personnel are not allowed in the same
room with Mr. Agee."
"When I left the CIA, it was
to go back to living a normal
life. The idea for a book didn't
occur to me until later," Agee
said.
One student asked Agee why
he joined the CIA in the first
place, to which Agee responded,
"I was a true believer at that
time."
Agee elaborated by saying
that his family was well-off
financially, and that, at the time
of his recruitment, he believed
the United States to be th~

world's champion of democracy.
Agee explained after the
debate that the CIA is very much
involved with world economics,
and that one of their goals has
been to keep thiru-world countries impoverished so that we
wealthy Americans can stay
wealthy.
"An enormous amount of this
country's wealth comes from
corpor,ate action in the t:hird
world," Agee said. "Our position
is enhanced and protected by
the CIA's efforts to maintain
traditional power structures
within them."
According to Agee, this
means the CIA must strive to
subvert any attempt by Central
American peoples to better their •
lives, because to do so would be
to compromise the lifestyles of
the rich Americans who have
benefited by the sweat of these
impoverished peoples.
During the debate, Agee said
the CIA had engaged in illegal
activities against him before his
first book was published. He
said he didn't know the nature
of all of those illegal activities,
but that they included constant
harassment by the CIA in the
form of slander, libel and passport revocation.
Due to these illegal actions
committed against Agee by the
CIA judges were forced to

Former CIA agent Phillip Agee. (Eric Stites photo)
throw out of court any legal
effort to prevent the publication
of his book.
"They have never forgiven
nor forgotten me," Agee said.
"They continue to put out
stories to discredit me."
But in Agee's opinion, the
worst thing the CIA has done
to him is the same thing the
organization does to all its
recruits: indoctrination.
"Indoctrination in the CIA

makes the person feel that he
or she is a member of a very
secret ,society," Agee said. "It
conveys the feeling of being on
the inside. One is seduced by the
feeling of power, otknowledge.
This is the most corrupt of the
CIA's practices.
"It is totally dishonest, manipulative and justified under
the premise of pro.tecting national security."

Demers discusses
money of politics
· By Pamela DeKoning
Politics is becoming more and
more a game of money. Political
action committees increasingly
influence the outcome of elections with their contributions,
according to Jim Demers who ·
spoke yesterday in Hamilton.
Smith Hall.
Demers, who ran for Congress in New Hampshire's first
district in 1984 and 1986, discussed this issue yesterday in
a Philosophy of Law class at
Hamilton Smith.
PAC s, (Political Action Committees) are organizations
formed to. make donations to
campaigns. The law restricts
private donations to $1,000 and
prohibits corporate donation.
PAC' s use voluntary member
or employee contributions to
fund their political ilnterests.
There are two types of PAC
contributions: soft and hard.
Soft money, which allows a
company to donate i.ts profits
to influence elections is illegal
in New Hampshire. Hard funds
consist of voluntary contributions by individual employees
of a company, Demers said.
"I see trouble down the road
as PACs become more powerful
and people can't raise money
without them. This spells real
problems for New Hampshire
, Democrats," Demers said.
The Federal Election Committee regulates PAC contributions to $5,000 per election,
which, after the primaries, totals
$10,000, said Demers.
Demers expressed concerns
about the trend PACs are creating with their campaign contributions. He said this trend
is perpetuating the traditional
spending problems of Democrats, particularly in New Hampshire.
The limits and regulationc,
are designed to prevent a cor-_

poration from buying a candidate. Individual dona tors are
limited to $1,000 contributions
per election. No corporate donations are permitted, said
Demers. "I assume there are
ways to get around that," he
added.
One of Demers's main concerns is that PACs are shutting
out people who would be good
elected officials. The media, he
said, is also guilty of this.
"Everything is done for the
cameras instead of the people,"
he said.
He explained one scene in the
1984 presidential campaign at
the debate in Kansas City.
According to Demers, Reagan
held a cookout and offered free
food to senior citizens. Reagan
was seen amid this crowd, who
were shown as his supporters.
The buses that imported these
suporters were not seen, he said.
Mondale's arrival, on the
other hand, was less than spectacular, as his plans were confused. According to Demers,
Mondale's supporters were
called and told his flight was
postponed until 4:00. When
Mondale arrived on time at 2:00,
he was met by only two congressmen.
Politics has become the packaging and selling of candidates,
said Demers. Dan Quayle is a
prime example of this, he said.
"Quayle is a classic example of
what television can do for you,"
he said.
According to Demers, "Washington has a new breed of
congressmen. They all have
movie star faces. There is a lot
of substance lacking."
Two years after his last congressional bid, Demers is still
$40,000 in debt. This fact is a
possible motivation to run
again, in order to have money
coming in to repay the debt, he
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Das Boot is broken! Theta Chi 'ship wrecked' their land-locked vessel for charity. (Mike
Parnham photo)
·
said. Demers lost to incumben.t
Bob Smith by six points in 1986.
In 1984 he lost the primary bid
to Dudley Dudley.
"If you're not a current candidate, it's difficult to keep
people writing checks," he said.
Another problem with the
current election system involves
campaigns that end with surpluses. Often times, these campaigns form their own PACs,
thus influencing the outcome
of elections.
-

Demers used former Speaker
of the House, Massachusetts
Democrat Tip O'Niel as an
example. According to Demers,
such powerful incumbents have
the potential to raise millions
of dollars, although they have
to spend very little to get reelected. 97 percent of incumbent
congressional members are reelected.
In distributing his leftover
campaign funds, O'Niel was able
to aid fellow Democrats election -

bids, and his own re-election
as Speaker.
Although concerns about
PAC influence dominated his
discussion, Demers did accept
PAC money in his campaigns.
Because PACs do expect consideration if their candidates
are elected, Demers said he was
very careful about who he accepted money from.
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Campus flashings continue
By John Robert
flashing night near -Snively
Two UNH women reported Arena last Sunday night. The
a bizarre flashing incident which case is still under investigation.
occurred in the Madbury Rd.UNH police also res ponded
Garrison Ave. area around 7:30 to Williamson Hall in relation
p.m. last Wednesday night.
to a report that two students
The two women were part of were riding on top of one of the
a group who were out for an elevators.
evening jog until they were
When the police investigated·
interrupted by a male who not the elevator shaft, the students
only exposed himself, but of- · were nowhere to be found. "The
fered a part of his anatomy to students must have gotten away
them, according to UNH Police somehow," Beaudoin said.
Chief Roger Beaudoin.
The shaft was thoroughly
One of the students recog- rhecked and found to be clear
nized the male from a previous

before the elevator was turned
back on.
The Williamson men crawled
through a trap door in the
ceiling of the elevator, Beaudoin
said.
Kari-Van, MUB and Devine
Hall staff employees reported
broken windows in their respective facilities over the weekend
with the damage totalling over
$500.
Nine students were charged
with unlawful possession of
alcohol during the holiday weekend.
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What is the most important thing y~u hope gets accomplished at UNH
·
before the school year ends ?

nl would like to see styrofoam

eliminated from all of campus
and administrative bufldings
on campus. It's environ,;,_entally
unhealthy."

I think they should straighten
out the spaces for offices. I don't
agree with the offices in Stoke'.
I can't see throwing out students. So I guess I see the
dorm/ administration spaces a
problem."

I think it's· important for the
school to make it capable for
everyone to go here. I think
education and activities should
be made available to as many
people as possible."

ff

ff

I'd like to see them find an .
architect and ,,construction company that would build_ better
buildings - Like the new science
building leaks and the new
health services isn't accomodatable."
n

Marianne Moore
Kellie O'Reilly
Senior

Gerry Jankaus~as

Dwight Parks
Sophomore

English

Senior

Graduate
Psychology

Zoology

Elect. Engin.

l
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THE STUDENT SENATE
is looking for :
CoMMENCEMENT SPEAKER NoMINAITONs

3~3~-------<!J)~ ~ ~ o,n, ~ ~ ~ @ a n d ,
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The Senate will forward suggestions to
the University Commencement Committee
l of which four members are students)
for consideration for future Commencement
services.
,

DEADLINE -December 15, 1988
Return nomination to the Student Senate Office, Rm 130 MUB For more information call 862-1494
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SAFO groups undergo review . CALENDAR
By Pamela DeKoning
The concepts of the Programming Fund Organization (PFO)
and The Granite, UNH's yearbook, both received unanimous
senate approval after brief
discussion at Sunday night's
Senate meeting. ·
The meeting began the process of approving concepts for
this year's student funded organizntions.
According to the Student
Activity Fund Council's (SAFC)
bylaws, all SAFC funded orgainizations must submit a concept
stating the organization's purpose and goals to SAFC. If the
concept passes SAFC, it then
moves to the Student Senate for
approval.
Once securing Senate approval, each organization must then
submit its yearly budget for
SAFC and Senate approval.
Currently, there are 12 SAFC
organizations including the
Student Senate, PFO, The Granite, WUNH, MUSO, The Debate Society, Cool Aid, Safe
Rides, The ·New Hampshire,
SCOPE, the Student Activity
Fund Organization (SAFO), and
the Student Press Organization.
These or_gani z::ition<: ~re cli -

reedy funded by the yearly $58
Student Activity Fee that every
undergraduate must pay. Other
student organizations may receive SAFC funds through the
PFO budget. PFO's role, as
described atlast night's meeting,
is to provide funding for such
organizations.
Any recognized student organizations may apply for funding, according to PFO Business
Manager Monica Wells who
presented the concept.
The concept passed with no
changes from last year's description.
The Granite's concept described the publication as a
student run publication designed to provide memories of
the university through a yearly
publication. The organization
"provides experience in production, business, photography,
journalism, editing, design,
administration and advertising," according to the concept.
According to SAFC Chair
George Yfantopulos, these two
concepts were introduced first
because they traditionally pass
with little discussion.
· •By introducing non controversial concepts initially,

I hoped to familiarize new
senators to the concept process
in preparati~n for more heated
discussions in the weeks to
come," said Yfantopulos.
In unrelated business, Senate
Executive members communicated upcoming events from
their councils. Judicial Affairs
Chair person Rob Rodler encouraged students to attend his
council's upcoming presentation, "Is it Legal?" The presenration will discuss students
legal rights. Speakers will in.:
elude Detective Paul Dean of
the University Police, Attorneys
Tom and Kathleen Dwyer, and
Joseph McGann, Durham Police
Captain.
The workshop will take place
Wednesday at 8:00 in Hamilton
Smith Room 140.
Commuter Affairs and Commuter Transit Authority (CTA)
Co-chair Peter Simmons announced that the University will
be switching from parking
permits that hang from the rear
view mirror to stickers. The
stickers are favored to cut down
on the number of permit thefts,
said Simmons.
No implementation plan has
been prepared, Simmons said.
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The New Hampshire
is still accepting applications for

ARTS AND -ENTERTAINMENT
EDITOR
ASSIST ANT BUSINESS
MANAGER

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Archilles and Aeneas:
Two Approaches to Life," French & Italian Professor Rose
Antosiewicz. Room 201, Murkland, 11 to 12:30 p.m., open
to public.
SEMINAR - Philosophy! Politics, Economics of Money: C.
George Catfentzis (USM, Philosophy), "Money, Will, and
Ecoomic Takeoff in 18c Ireland: Bisliop George Berkeley's
Philosophy of Money_. Room 318, McConnell, 4-6 p.m. Paper
available McC 430.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Merrimack. Snively Arena, 7
p.m.
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "The Cranes Are Flying." Forum
Room, Library, 7 p.m.
SPANISH/CLASSICS FILM - "Tangos: The Exile of Gardel."
Room 303,James, 7 to 9 p.m., $1.
.
MARINE SCIENCE SEMINAR - Dr. James J. McCarthy,
Alexander Agassiz, Professor of Biological Oceanograpliy
and Director of the Museum of Comparative Zoofogy at
Harvard University. "Global Change: The internat10nal
Geosphere Biosphere Program." Barton Hall, Thompson
School, 8 p.m.
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES - Ralph Nader, "Health Care
in the 1980's." Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m.
UNH PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE - Johnson Theater, Paul
Arts, 8 p.m.
·

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
ITALIAN FILM - "Henry IV." Stars Marcello Mastroianni.
Room 110, Murkaland, 7 p.m.
Geography Slide Show Presentation - "Australia and New
Zealana,' Dr. Alasdair Dr_y_sdale, Assoc. Professor of
G/eography. Room 104,James Hall, non to 1 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - Concert by
Seacoast Chamber Music Trio of Margaret Blickle, Barbara
Flocco and Robert Stuart. Art Galleries,-Paul Arts, noon.
EAR TH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM - "Brittle Fracture
History Across Central New Ifo_gland," Dr. Donald Wise,
Dept. of Geology, Unviersity of Mass. Room 119, James,
4p.m.
_
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - Tony Nevin, "Behavioral
Momentum and Alternative Metaphors." Room 101/102,
Conant, 4-5 p.m. Open to the public.
MUSO FILM - "My Life as a Dog." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
UNH OPERA WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE - Kathleen
Wilson Spillane, directing. Hennessey Theater, Paul Arts,
7 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18

t

Apply i~ Roo~ 151

?£ ~he

~ m o r t a l Umon Buddmg
INTRODUCING OUR NEW

CROISSANT MENU

A Special Croissant for every Weekday
Monday--Cbicken Salad Croissant
Tuesday--Egg Salad Croissant
Wednesday--Hot Ham & Cheese Croissant
Thursday--Hot Roast Beef Croissant
Friday--Turkey Salad Croissant
You 'll Love our, flakey -sty/e croissants. All served with Lettuce, Tomato,
Chips and Pickles.

U.N.H. Dairy Bar

GOURMET DINNERS - "A Polynesian Luau." Seven courses
and hors d' oeuvres. Granite State Room, MUB, cocktails
at 6 p.m., $18.95. Ticket information: MUB Ticket Office,•
862-2290.
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----SKUNKS----

NOTICES
GENERAL

<continued from page 2)

HEALTH

MINI-CdURSE INSTRUCTOR NEEDED: Ballroom dancing instructor needed for 6-week evening
MUB mini-course for spring semester. A paid
position. Information: Student Activities Programming Office, 862-1001.
MACFEST: Sponsored by University Technology
Center. The latest Macintosh solutions and a wide
variety of software. New Hampshie Gentlemen
will appear at 12:30pm, Thursday, November 17,
Belknap Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 4 p .m.
AIR FORCE FLYING OPPORTUNITIES: Listen
to Air Force pilots and navigators from Pease Air
Force Base talk about their flying experiences. Have
your questions answered and get current information on Air Force opportunities. Thursday ,
Nivember 17, Room 41, Hamilton Smith, 6:30
to 9 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY: Sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. Find a new insight into your religious
perspective. Explore the books of the Bible with
other students interested in developing a new sense
with the Bible. Thursday, November 17, Waysmeet,
15 Mill Road, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: $1 a slice and some of the
be~t company around. Fridays, Non-Traditional
Student Center, Pettee House, noon to 1:30 p.m.
WRITER'S WORKSHOP: For anyone who would
like to share their writing, whether fiction, poetry,
or non-fiction. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pertee House, 1 to 2 p.m. Copies of work
discussed will be available prior to meeting.
DRESSAGE CLINIC: Dressage clinic with Lorinda
Seipser. Friday, November 18, Light Horse Barn,
9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Information : Jen,
659-3528 or Deb, 659-6863.
THANKSGIVING DINNER: Sponsored by United
Campus Ministry. Escape from dining hall food
and join other students for fun and a sort of
traditional Thanksgiving dinner. Sunday, November
20, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Road, 5 p.m.
MUSICAL PLAY: "Charley and Algernon," based
on "Flowers for Algernon" by Daniel Keyes.
Starring Kenneth O 'Brien as Charley. Monday,
November 28, Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 6:15
p.m. and 8 p.m., $3. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.

COMMENTARY: A collection of short articles
relating to human communication, rhetoric, mass
comm., interpersonal and small group comm. as
well as related issues, is written by students wishing
to contribute their work for publication. Deadline
is December 17, 1988. If interested ,in submitting,
contact Beverly James, Dept. of Comm., Room
M313, PCAC, 862-2292.

CANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS: An
organization for those with cancer, those who have
had cancer, and those with friends or relatives with
cancer. For more information: Keith, 862-4527
or Lisa, 862-4221.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Fridays,
Health Services, 1 to 2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS STEP MEETING:
Open to men only. Fridays, Health Services, noon
co 1 p.m.

MEETINGS

DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Join the excitement! Debate builds self-confidence and develops
personal communication skills. Ali newcomers
welcome. Tuesdays, Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB
6 to 8 p.m.
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Call Jen, 6593528 or Debbie, 659-6863 if you ned a ride. Tuesday,
November 15, Horse Barn Classroom, 8 p.m.
BLOOD BANK STUDENT COMMITTEE MEETING: To discuss plans for the Christmas blood
drive. Tuesday, November 21, 12 Dover Road,
Durham, 7 p.m. Anyone interested is invited or
call 868-2753 after 8 p.m.
MORT AR BOARD & SENIOR. KEY HONOR
SOCIETY MEETING: "Wednesday, November 16,
Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 9 p.m.
MEN 'S AWARENESS MEETING: Open to all
men and women interested in exploring such issues
as male isolation, sex role conditioning, intimacy,
and relationship pa~terns. Thursdays, NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House, 12:30
to 2 p.m.

GAIA METING: Campus envir6nmental society
meets co discuss campaigns to protect the environment, including reductions in use of styrofoam
and recycling. Thursdays, Belknap Room, MUB,
8p.m.
1

Much of the audience responded with applause when

If sprayed, tomato juice and
vinegar have been said to work.
For your clothes, wash them in
an ammonia and water mixture.
Roger Caras says, "There are
all sorts of things you can do
for your clothing, _but the best
solution is a good fire. On rainy
days, the smell comes back."
Chemistry professor Ken
Andersen, who has does research on the chemical composition of the skunk smell said,
"(your talking about) so □ e of
the worlds smelliest chemicals."
You won't see to many of
them out th.is winter. They don't
come out during the harsh part
of the winter, but they do come
out on warmer days to feed.
If you do try to capture one
for a pet, wear gloves, goggles
and don't forget "Tomato juice
works quite well."

WINTER EVENT MEETING: Sponsored by
Student Activities Programming. To discuss
possibilities for campus-wide winter event. Anyone
is welcome to attend. New ideas and suggestions
are neded. Tuesday, November 15, Grafton Room,
MUB,4p.m.

-----------CI A-·------(continued from page 1)
point, saying, "We want to keep
arenas open for all people. If
the CIA is necessary, why don't
we get the best, most intelligent
people?"
Agee said the discriminatory
hiring practices of the CIA
prevent many students, including most women and homosexuals, from from being considered in the first place.
The audience erupted in laughter when Agee said, "I never
thought I'd borrow a phrase
from Ronald Reagan and his ·
wife, but with the question of
the CIA on campus, 'just say
no'."
Both sides of the debate
agreed on the necessity of a
. national intelligence organization, but differed on the respons~bility the agericy should be
given.
Rose said the CIA is essential
to keep tabs on other nations
and allow the United States to
shape its foreign policy, defense
program and ~rms negotiations.
"The Soviets are not going
to tell us the actual numbers of
weapons they have," Rose said.
"We need the CIA to spread
democracy, defend it and keep
our national policy safe," Gould
said.
Agee said the CIA is indeed
necessary, but that it is corrupt
and guilty of thousands of
atrocities.

owner of the travel agency
building use Have a Heart Traps
to prevent harm to the animal.
Once the skunk is locked in the
trap, a blanket is thrown over
the cage. Then the skunk is
relocated to an appropriate area.
According to authors Cahalane and. Caras skunks have no
problem fin ding food. Included
on the menu are: fruit, corn,
frogs, turtle eggs, moles, chipmunks, shrews, rabbits, bees,
wasps, japanese beetles, tobacco
worms, potato beetles and of
course garbage in addition to
many other things. The skunks
might create a stink but they
eat many things that would
otherwise be harmful. The
beetles, rabbits and other critters will do much more damage
than the smell.

Agee said, "The U.S. needs an for CIA actions, but said that
intelligence service, but one that this power has often been
keeps peace, not one to make abused.
"Don't blame the CIA," Agee
war in Central America--as the
Reagan-Bush administration said, "they are merely an instrument of the president. The real
has done."
Agee said the purposes of the problem is not with the CIA,
CIA should be to collect foreign but with the president and U.S.
information, stop the spread foreign policy."
"We have a domestic system
of nuclear weapons and prevent
accidental nuclear war, not to which produces this kind of
impose U.S. policies on other conspiracy," Agee said. "Very
few people really control this
nations.
"From the very beginning, country."
Agee said several presidents,
the CIA has been used to overthrow democratic governments. including Truman, Eisenhower,
The CIA goes hand-in-glove Kennedy and Reagan, should
with death squad activities in have been impeached for their
misuse of the CIA.
El Salvador," Agee said.
Once again, Agee brought up
Agee also cited various newspaper accounts of Vice President President Elect Bush; who is a
George Bush's resupply of con- former director of the CIA.
"We have a crimiP..al coming
tra rebels with laundered drug
profits, adding, "CIA activities into the White House," Agee
are also ruining the lives of said. "It's not too late to impeach
young Americans through George Bush: I recommend you
think about that."
drugs."
Rose said, "The CIA has been
Rose said the CIA should not
be condemned as a whole for abused by presidents, but at least
things are in the open, unlike
the actions of a few "wackos".
The question of CIA atrocities many other countries."
"We should talk about every
and accountablity was raised by
single CIA atrocity," Rose s~id.
student panelist Joanie Curry.
Gould said the president is "It is unique to this rnuntry that
responsible to determine CIA Philip Agee can even speak
and foreign policy matters be- about these things."
Agee addressed the audience
cause of election by the people.
"The CIA is acting on the before leaving, saying, "I hope
behalf of the American people _ you don't go out of here and
forget about this whole subject.
and the Constitution," he said.
Agee agreed that the presi- We need to expose these atrocdent is ultimately responsible ities so that they are stopped."

November 15-21
MUBPUB
open 7:30am-3:00pm Monday thru Thursday
7:30am-2:30pm Fridays

NITE GRILL SPECIALS
Monday -slice o' cheese pizza and 12oz. soda
Tuesday -grilled cheese sandwich, pickle and chips
Wednesday -BLT, pickle and chips
Thursday -Hamburger, pickle and chips
Come and enjoy alternative dining
for only $1.25

PISTACHIO'S
open ll:0am-11:00pm Mondays thru Fridays
3:00pm-9:00pm Sundays
Now has ice cream cookie sandwiches, POPCORN,
frapes, sundaes and more!!
No longer open on Saturdays

GOODIE PACKAGES
Birthday cakes, cookies, balloons and more!
Cheer up a friend with a MUB Goodie Package!!
Call 862-2056, ask for Roland or Joe for details.

No MUB GRUBS until after Thanksgiving!!

First Choice on Campus since 1979
T-Shirts

·

/

.

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball C a p ~
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

f:IHanes

In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I . Greenland. NH 03840
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SHO RTS
LECTURES

HEALTH CARE:
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader will speak on
"Health Care in the 1980's" as part of the Saul 0
Sidore Lecture Series. The lecture, free and open
to the public, will be held in the Granite State Room
of the Memorial Union Building, November 15
at 8 p.m.

FILM SCREENING
ADVERTISING AND EXPLOITATION:
The New Hampshire Chapter of Women in
Communications will screen "Killing us Softly",
by Jean Kilbourne, a first hand account of advertising
today and its exploitation of male and female
sexuality, on November 15. The meeting will be
held in the Channel 11 facilities on the UNH
Durham campus at 7:15 p.m .. Women in Communications os open to all professionals in the field,
students of communications and interested persons.
For more information, contact Mary DeBerry, of
Partnerships of New England at 868-1444; or Lynn
Lessard of BC/BS at 224-9511.

CONCERTS

"WORLD DANCE" PREMIER PERFORMANCE
DOAH, who recently signed a 4-record, worldwide recording contract with the Global Pacific/CBS
label, will be performing works from their first
album, "World Dance", on Sunday November 20,
8 p.m., at the IOKA Theater in downtown Exeter.
Tickets are $10 in adva11ce, $12 at the door, $6 for
senior citizens and children and are available at
Exeter Music and IOKA Theater in Exeter, Rock
Bottom Records in Portsmouth, Durham Book
Exchange in Durham, and all Strawberries loc.ations.
DOAH has earned recognition by the United
Nations for their "Peace Tour" of the United States
and Canada. For more information call 436-8596.

$45

129

PER ROOM
. PER NIGHT
Sunday-Thurs.

. FOR 3 NIGHTS
. PER ROOM

WINTER GETAWAY SPECIALS
OCTOBER Thru MARCH
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[]
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Includes:

*Choice of room
*Private bathrooms available
*Cable T.V.
*All 'You Can Eat' Break/ast
*Free Parking
Function Room Available for up to 50 people
Business Meetings, Weddings, Showers, etc.

Fine Selections of Menus:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DURHAM'S NEWEST LODGING FACILITY

COUNTRY HOUSE INN
& CHRISTMAS/CRAFT SHOPPE
J?;e. .I08_, S;tJgecotJcb Rd. DNrbtJm/ N.H.

65!}-6565
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Coalition looks at homeless

Al-HOUR TREK• A• THON!
• STAR TREK BLOOPERS
Ah three Outrageous Reels in Color!

• Animated Star Trek • Special Thi-ee-Season Retrospective
• Pmiews I Behind-the-Scenes • 2nd Pilot Outtakes
• Plus-Official Star Trek Trivia Quiz

nan. November l 'ltll
Science AUD# 135
showslpll

UNH - Spaulding ~ife

Tickets At Door: $3.50 UNB Stadats/$5 Gea.
Sponsored By UNH-A.I.E.S.E.C.

Karla Anderson
According to state statistics,
there are about 3,000 homeless
people in New Hampshire.
Although the state provides
shelters to aid the homeless, it
only scratches the surface of the
problem. At UNH a student
coalition is striving to educate
peopie about the plight of the
poor, anJ to emphasize caring
and concern in our society.
The Student l> lalition for the
Homeless was fomded in January of 1987 by Brian Bonenfant
and Todd Delaney, two a(tive
members of Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity. The idea for the
coalition was conceived in 1986,
based on the "Comic Relief"
effort on HBO.
According to Delaney, the
two felt strongly about the
nation's inactivity toward the
homeless and decided to form
their own group to help relieve
the problem. They were concerned about government policies and wanted to try to educate
people about the ongoing prob- lem.

Delaney, who graduated last
May, said he felt it was important to reach the minds of the
future leaders of this country
in order to eventually eliminate
the problem of the homeless.
He said, "Sometimes things
have to happen and there has
to be a catalyst. Brian and I are
catalysts."
The 12-member coalition,
which meets every Thursday
night from 7-8 p.m. in room 126
of Hamilton-Smith, now concentrates more on volunteer
work and education. Nancy
Vollerio, a member of the
coalition, will soon be going to
dorms to speak to students about
the poverty in the world.
With the help of student
Jennifer Yanco, the coalition
plans on sponsoring a -Bowl-athon, and they are also planninga not her talent show in April
at the Portsmouth High School
Theater.
When they started last fall,
Bonenfant and Delaney turned
to Mary Strickland, who was
then a aid member of the

.-DEMERS-

It's A Small World

(continued from page 3)
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For A Minimal Change
Taste Foods From

Tbe
See You There

"It wa~ important for me to
know who was giving me the
money," Demers said.
On the New Hampshire level,
Demers also criticized ranking
house members on the practice
of testimonials in raising money. "I could never believe how
much money they were taking
in," Demers said.
Testimonial dinners involve
high priced dinner and cocktail
parties aimed at subsidising the
scarce income New Hampshire
provides its legislators, according to Demers.
In criticizing this year's elect ion costs, Demers expressed
disbelief in one United States
Senate candidate who spent $7
million of his personal money
to gain a spot that pays $75,000
pet year. "As a stock broker now,
I can think of a better way to
invest $7 million dollars than
for a position that pays
$75,000," Demers said.
According to Demers, New
Hampshire Democrats Paul
McEachern and Joe Keefe were
outs pent two to one in their
respective gubernatorial and
congresional bids last week.
Republicans Judd Gregg and
Bob Smith spent $1 million and
$400,000 respectively to
McEachern and Keefe's
$500,000 and $200,000.
Republicans, particularly in
New Hampshire,_outspend Democrats in elections, and this
is a distinct and increasing
disadvantage, Demers said.
"The seat goes to whomever
raises the most money and gets
their name out. There is a direct
correlation between money and
winning," he said.
Demers spoke to Profesor
Drew Christie's class as a student organized speaker, Christie
said. The title of the class was,
"Money, The Law and Politics,"
he said.

HAIR REMOVAL

Funded by PFO

d MW kfM>ICIHlWW OJ,E'

National Coalition for the
Homeless. She had never heard
of anyone wanting a student
coalition of any kind, Delaney
said. ·
Strickland assisted in forming
the group as a non-profit organization and they spent the
next three months planning a
variety and talent show to raise
money.
Although last March's variety
show in Johnson Theater was
unsuccessful because of low
attendance, Delaney said that
he learned some very ·important
lessons.
"I thought that people would
have wanted to participate in
a coalition for the homeless. But
no one wanted to help us. I
learned that you have to give
something to get something,"
said Delaney.
.
The work of this organization
has been largely unrecognized,
but they are not giving up. They
will persist, because, as Delaney
put it, "Eventually, someday,
someone will notice that we' re
here."

oyanbad opunw un s3
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offering the only non'
invasive method of hair
removal with permanent
positive results.
ULTRA-U
6034 Park Ave. · 926-2650
Hampton, NH
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UNIVERSIT Y

HAYD EN
38 MAIN STREET
DUR HAM, NH 038 24
( 503 ) 8 6 8-2096

FAMILY VISION
CENTER

We Carry
Brine
-MacGregor
Northland
Safe T. Gard
Jogbra
Penn
Kellsport

CONT ACT LENS SALE

~~~ CE::E

SPOR TS

2/$49

EXTENDED ·WEAR
AND COLORS

2/$79

BAUSCH & LOMB, HYDROW, CIBA, AND
COOPER VISION (REPLACEMENTS ONLY)
• PROFESSIONAL FEES CARE KITS, AND LENSES FOR A STIGMA TISM
NOT INCLUDED
•NOT VALID ON PRIOR ORDERS
Pairs only
•OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 24, 1988

Sporthill
53 Main St.
Durham. NH

Hanes
Sports Image

DAILY WEAR

FOR A LIMITED TIME CHOOSE FROM

868-1012
868-1092

Fox
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NDL

Personalized Vision Care for the Entire Family

'The Ganie'
Jogalite
Neumann

•COMPREHENSIV E EYE EXAMS
•CONTACT LENS SPECIALISTS
• _C OMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICE

Office Hours: Mon. - Tues. - Thurs. - Fri. 9 - 5

OR. ALIE
OR.MENARD
Optometrists

Pregnant?

Al04

Need Help?

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center

Physical Educatio n

FREE & CO~'FIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing

My first time tutoring was a night
to remember. My student was something called Bone Crusher Reed, a.k.a.
Billy Jo, defensive tackle for the football team.
I had the shock of my life when
he answered his dorm room door.
He was about six foot seven ... in
diameter. And when he shook my
hand, I thought I'c:l never get it back.
So there I was, face-to-knee with
the big man on campus, wondering

• counseling & infonnation

• practical suppon

We Care!

HOTI.,INE 749-4441
90 Washington Street

Suite 306 B. Dover, NH
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Loon Mountain has beoome the #1 aki reeort in
New Hampshire by paying 88 much alt8ntion b
its employees 88 bill facilillee. The Loon Mou,tain oftlday maybe bigger . . . . . tuiljust•
friendy as it r,,er was.

Poallloll9 ...............

• SKI INSTRUCTORS
• WAITERS & WAITRESSES
• GUEST SERVICE ASSISTANTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

LIFT ATTENO.WTS
BARTENDERS
RENTAL SHOP ATTENDANTS
DAY CARE HELPERS
CAFETERIA WORKERS
MAINTENANCE WORKERS

k_American
ii% But then he pulled out a can of
.
.· Orange Cappuccmo. I was shocked!
Could it be that this tough jock
liked its delicate tastd And when
Bone Crµsher brought out the bone
china, I was beyond belief
Reading the expression on my
face, he s~ id, "Whai can I say? I like it.
The Cafe Francais is pretty good,
too." Well, who's going to argue, I
thougtt . .i\s we sipped our Orange
Cappuccino, I discovered that Billy Jo
loves reading novels; his only problem
was poetry. So I ~ave him tips on
readmg Emily DICkinson, and he
gave me a copy of Ann Beattie's
"Falling in Place."
All I could think was, Dad's· never
going to believe this!
.,•.···-··•:,•-·.•.:-:-;,,,
~

'•: .
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•SNOWMAKERS
• SHORT-OACER COOKS
ANDMOREI

,.,.,.,,.......,

CONTACT: SARA A. SAWYER

Loon Molnain

Kancamagua Hwy.
Lincoln, NH 03251
(603) 7"5-8111

General Foods®International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Vision Insurance
Plans Available
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Bobobabble

. Thanks for all you do!
BOB DURLING

H~ RA A ~ D~
.

I will never name my kid Mothra.
I also will never name my kid The Amazing Boy
(or Girl). I think that would put way too much pressure
on the child. Just, for a minute, imagine trying to
live up to the name Amazing.
Sometimes, when I'm walking across the street and
there is a car coming, and the driver of the car is
obviously impatient, I do this running type motion
with my upper arms, while continuing to walk. It
makes the people think you' re crossing the road much
faster than you actually are.
Hell is something that I can easily envision. It looks
like this; a huge, cold room with flowered wallpaper.
I'm sitting in this room on a hard metal chair.
Spotlights line the walls. Surrounding me, talking
incessantly, is every single VJ from MTV. They're
screeching into my ear from inches away. Downtown
Julie Brown dances and screeches simultaneously.
The torture never lets up. That.is my idea of hell.
I've always wondered why Brent Musberger is one
of the highest paid sports reporters on television
Who actually likes that guy? Have you ever heard
one person say, "Boy, I like Brent," or "That
Musberger guy is great?" No. Nobody likes Brent.
He strains to lower his voice by three octaves,
sounding like a pre-pubescent trying to be a grownup. I think a revealing indicator of Brent's lack of
popularity is the fact that he has never done a
hardware store ad (That is the pinnacle of success
for sports reporters.)
Sometimes, when I'm walking past people and I'm
not sure if I know them well enough to say hi, I lower
my voice to 1/2 decibel and say "Hite." The resulting
sound is barely audible. I think a lot of people use
·
this same tactic.
I hate when I burn the roof of my mouth and little
strings of flesh hang down for days afterward.
It worries me that 'Cooter,' from the Dukes of Hazzard,
is now in Congress, joining 'Gopher' from the Love
Boat. Our nation is crumbling. Who the hell will be
next? Maybe 'Booger' from Revenge of the Nerds. How
about 'Barba Papa', from the Barba Papas? That is, if
a cartoon character can get elected to Congress.
In the living rooms of America, whoever has the
remote control has ultimate power.
I have a plan to become rich. If I can simply collect
one dollar for every time someone imitates Robin
Leach; well, I think that would do it.
I want to be one of those people with just one name,
like Charo or Sting or Jackee. In my case, of course,
I'd just be 'Bob.' That's a grabber, huh?
Finally, to wrap things up; this morning, there was
a lady riding my bus who wore a coat apparently
made of St. Bernard hair.
Bob Durling is a Managing Editor for the New
Hampshire.

Folks here are still talking about
''The 1952 Incident.'' For some reason
still unknown, a certain graduating class
at a certain university missed what was
certainly the opportunity of a lifetime.
The chance to meet with a recruiter
from the National Security Agency.
Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe something else caught their eye. But
the fact remains, a meeting with NSA
could have meant a future full of challenging, exciting projects.
Now you've got the same chance. Our
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in
search of talented mathematicians,

.

computer scientists, electrical engineers
and linguists. And we're looking for
people who want to work on important,
hands-on assignments right from the
start of their career.
NSA is the agency responsible for
producing foreign intelligence information, safeguarding our government's
communications and securing computer
systems for thA Department of Defense.
And we're equally committed to helping you make your future strong. So do
yourself a favor and meet with us. You
don't need 3-D glasses to see that it's a
great opportunity.

NSA will be on campus December 5 interviewing seniors majoring in Electrical
Engineering, Computer Science, Math and
Language .

National
Security
Agency

... AT LOSING

WIN...

those unwanted inches and cellulite
with our body wraps-hot water loss
Free consultation
603-926-2650

ULTRA-U
4 Park Ave. Hampton, NH

Attn: M321 (AAM), n. Meade, Maryland 10755-6000

An equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members.
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THEY'RE SO CLOSE YOU CAN FEEL THEM •....

Coming

NEXT WEEK ••••• ,,

~---

.. ---· -1)$0

.

,-,t111' ...:,.11

On Nov. 20th At 8:00 in

GRANITE STATE RM - MUB

\

Singer of some of Americas
favorite folksong ballads !

MU&IC

q! -- ALFRANKEN
and
Tom

DAVIS

On Nov. 21st At 8:00 in

GRANITE STATE RM.- MUB

That Zany Comedy Team
From SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
will make you LAUGH YOUR
"
TROUBLES AWAY!

Thursday Night

MY LIFE AS A DOG

MOB STRAFFORD RM7:00 & 9:30

.

THE BEST MOVIE OF 1987 -HILARIOUSL Y FUNNY /
DAVE SHMIDT
- / CHICAGO TODAY

1$ STUDENTS 2$ NON-

Positions still open for MUSO officer (Paid) Positions 1,
Submit your Aplication s NOW at MUSO office rm.
·
148-mub.
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The SIDORE LECTURE SERJES
at the University of New Hampshire
presents

Ralph Nader
"Health Care in the 1980' s"

• Be a Big Brother or
Big Sister to an .incoming
Freshman for Spring Semester!

•Help a Freshman during
their first days on campus
this January--Be a Freshstart
Mentor! It only takes as much
time as you are willing to give.
You'll be matched bv major and
wili'receive a Freshman's name
over Christmas break. Let them
know someone is there for them!

Today we have seat belts, the Environmental Protection agency,
the Safe Drinking Water Act, and Public Interest Research
Groups. We have a consumer movement that acts as watchdog
for our interests and safety. All of this exists because of an
individual who proves that even today, one person can make
a difference. And Ralph Nader has made a world of difference
in the quality <?four lives, and in the yvay we do business.

Tuesday, November 15, 1988 8:00pm
Granite State Room, Memorial Union Building
Admission Free
Pro gram interpreted for the hearing impaired.

'
• Sign up with your Senator or
in the Senate Office, Room. 130, MUB

Sponsored by the Saul O Sidore Memorial Foundation
Coordinated by the School of Health Studies

ERE-CKENRfDGE
Colorado, March 11 -18
4 ski Resorts, 257 Trails, 54 Lifts

$654
St. Patty's Day in the

-or~

Both Packages Include:
Round Trip Air
7 Nights slopeside condos
with kitchens
skiing
hot tubs

JACKSON .HOLE
March 12-19

w 1~ 0 E 8 T

$739

Town in the West
FDR MOR.€ fNf 0:
,,aw-~, 11°""'/1'441-4 ~- 110 11LIE ·
WtJ./1~ 11-1 MLIE g ~ (JI), uJ.l ~62-1013

EXPERIENCE Jackson Hole
Your Steepest Skiing Fantasy

P

'a',

ON THE BRINK
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Let Us Show You
The Difference Macintosfi
•

*
i \lxi111( )~11

.........
i

~{

* *

Come see the New Hampshire Gentleman, ( 12 30- 1 )
wan Prizes, and see the latest Macintosh soutions. On display will be the Macintosh
product family
and a wade variey of software solutions Let us show you the
difference Macintosh can make this term As -a full time faculty. staff. or student
at UNH. you are ellg1bleto buy a Macintosh through the UNH computing center
in Thompson Hall
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Editorial
CIA causes .c orruption
Last night, a former member of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Phil
Agee, spoke out in front of a packed house
on the various atrocities committed by the
CIA.
. Agee was very clear about his message:
the CIA exists far beyond the realm of its
original intent--and this realm is an
immoral and unjust one.
·
Covert operations of the CIA seem to
have a deceivingly positive short-term
effect. The false security from flexing
military muscles is dangerous. Over and
over again, in countries like Guatemala,
El Salvador and Viet Nam, these covert
operations have proven detrimental to
, America's foreign policy in the end. And
in other cases, such as the Bay of Pigs, the
negative backlash is instantaneous. These
actions damage American prestige, exposing our 'superior' fair-play attitude as merely
a thin, plastic mask covering a hideously
distorted face.
·
Over the past forty years, the CIA and
National Security Council (NSC) have
empowered themselves to such an extent
that they have become unaccountable for
their actions. They are above the law--any
law.
The CIA has murdered. The CIA has
tortured. The CIA has overthrown countless

governments, including many of the most
democratic. These are not simply blind
accusations but documenteq. facts, carried
out under the pretense of anti-communism.
The CIA has acted with an insatiable hunger
for power that has deformed our foreign
policy, leaving the country guilty of horrible
crimes in the eyes of the world.
·
Why do we continually stick to such an
obviously immoral foreign policy? Why
else. Money.
As pointed out by Agee, two percent of
this country's population receive 54 percent
of the its net financial assets.
So the elite leaders of the impoverished
countries and the elite leaders of our country
form a cozy pact. The CIA and NSC suppress
and exploit the citizens of the third world
with the self-righteous belief that "anything
outside the Soviet block is 'our' natural
resource." The operations are carried out
for this key purpose--to _m aintain the status
quo in Third World countries, in turn
feeding greedy multi-national corporations
with low wage workers, easily accessible
natural resources and complete political
control to protect their interests.
The blatent violations of human rights
has cause the CIA to be recognized internationally as an outlaw organization. (\gee

attested that the orgamzation has been
either directly or indirectly responsible
for the murder of millions of people, a form
of "Murder Incorporated," as he lovingly
labeled it.
It should be made clear that no one
questions the need for _the CIA to fulfill
its role as an intelligence gatherer. But since
the organization was formed in 1949, it
has abused its privilege of secrecy, along
with the NSC. Lessons learned by years
of failed covert policies have not touched
the powers that run this country. It is clear
these wealthy elite who hold political
systems hostage will continue to use the
CIA to further inflate their already swollen
wallets.
The "corrupt institution" is not strictly
a Republican or Democratic matter. Every
president since W odd War II has used the
CIA and NSC as an instrument to carry out
illegal policies, and having a former CIA
director in the White House, namely George
Bush, only threatens to make these two
organizations all the more powerful.
Now more than ever-these illegal activites
must be acknowledged and dealt with. We
need an intelligence service that keeps the
peace for the better of the whole, n.o t ignites
wars to benefit a selfish few.
''l

s
Coach

Coach Friel takes students and
makes basketball players out of
them whereas people like Eddie
Sutton of Kentucky is coaching a
minor league basketball team whose
players receive signing bonuses for
playing basketball and not taking
classes. President Haaland's comments in Sports Illustrated just
show his lack of understanding of
the concept of college athletics, "If
we are going with something, we
ought to try and do it well." Is Gerry
Friel not trying to win? I think not.
If you don't win, you haven't lost
it all. The lessons learned from
losing allow you to survive against
greater odds in life .. .! know what's
important is to give a kid the
opportunity to be in the arena.
Cmon President Sir, it is about time
you saw that Gerry Friel is doing
the correot thing and in fact it is
also the admirable thing. Something
you should really pay attention to;
try it, it may work to your benefit.
UNH can't lose especially with men
like Gerry Friel.
Chris Pollet
Education

To the ,Editor:
You know, it's a funny thing, but
in this day and age, the admirable
and upright thing to do is not always
done. Wait a minute, let me rephrase that, the correct thing is not
always done, in fact, it is rarely done.
The sad fact is that UNH is not
exempt from this sorry state.
In the latest Sports Illustrated,
UNH basketball coach Gerry Friel
has finally gotten noticed; the sad
thing is that it is for all the wrong
reasons. Instead of being exclusively
applauded for his priorities as a
college basketball coach, the article
centers around our illustrious President Haaland's ultimatum for
Coach Friel, "One Season Win or
Pack." Never mind the fact that
71.2 % of Coach Friel's players
graduate (38% higher than the
national average for basketball
programs) or that he only gets 6
scholarships for the team or he is
making $36,000 a year or that he
has just gotten a full-time assistant.
"Win or-Pack, Gerry - no excuses"
Once again your favorite college
president has come into the limelight for making an unpopular
decision, nationally this time. But To the Editor:
I am distressed by the harassment
this time he has just plain made
a bad decision. Firing Gerry Friel of James Kiely in your Dur ha~
for his reasons is going against all store on November 2. Reading his
that this university stands for (or letter in The New Hampshire
at least should) and moreover, all moved me co call Martin's this
· that a basketball coach at the college ·morning.I spoke to an assistant
level should represent and our manager who explained that manPresident can't even see that. But ager George Sevigny was on vacation and had not seen Jim Kiely's
it is not the first time.
At a school where academics is letter. This assistant manager also
stressed (or beginning to be), this went so far as to try to mollify my
pressure on Friel to win is absurd. concerns by insisting that "there

Martin's

were two s·ides to th-e story," but
posite of love is not hate, but
I will join others. in boycotting your
that he could not tell me what that
jndifference. The opposite of life
stores. I look forward to your
other side was, nor could he say
isnotdeath,bµtindifferencetolife."
earliest reply in The New Hampwhat actions your company would
If your response is not timely and
shire.
·
take in this matter. Since Mr. Kiely
consistent with Mr. Kiely's wishes,
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Wescott
directed his letter to the The New
Hampshire as a public service, a n d • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - since your company has yet to
respond, I have sent a copy of this
letter to the campus paper in the
hopes that you will pay att~ntion.
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief.
If you have already responded
appropriately by this time, you have ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
my thanks and my continued supSUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
PAMELA DEKONING, News Editor
port.
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
Your employee should know that RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
gay men and lesbians---as well as SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
Jews, Blacks, women, Catholics, E_LIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
Poles, Hispanics, AIDS victims and
the ever-shrinking minority of The
DEB MACNEILL, AdvertisinQ Manager
Rest of U s---shop in your stores.
Advertising Aaaoclates
Deborah Hopkins
Jill Van Lokeren
I am a young, male WASP: does that
~!~k~~~~~~~oe
~:1~eK~~~!n
mean your employees or others
Sarah Minnoch
Ashley Logan
Lauren Clark
wouldn't harass me for being a
Asst Business Mgr.
g~;~~~%n;nald
Ric Dube
liberal or an intellectual as well?
~r,~~1~f1~ie~gr.
Suzy McDermott
~~~~ga~a~leeson
There is a large community of
Steve Greason
Elizabeth Moulton
Patrik Jonsson
Asst Circulation Mgr.
Stacey Murga
Arthur Lizie
people who are sensitive and supGreg Pariseau
Hilary Paige
Jodi MacMillan
portive of gay rights, and who find
~~!P~!;:•nagera
i?Wr:i;att
~~~e~;~~~;:;ney
your employee's remarks beneath
Bess Franzosa
Mark Schenkel
Sports Reporters
1st
contempt. In our country, it is
~!~~~~~ ~~=~!!~ts
~~~~eunc~~~ I~;s ant
~;~/~ ~g~~~~~ch
anyone's right to be a part of a
Deanna Ford
Eileen Malloy
Jami Doneski
variety of hate-oriented groups, or
Harper Ingram
Staff Reporter
John Dubois
Jay Kumar
Naomi Elvove
Matt Labrie
to speak such words as harm others.
Lorri Leighton
John Robert
Ward D. Fraser
Homophobics, like racists and
+~~~7rs~~7,ir
~~~~ii~~~~~rs
~;~t~!re~;~nt
sexists, enjoy 'freedom of speech'
News Brief Editor
Alex Berger
J. Russell Pabst
rotection,
but
they
are
not
beyond
David P. Dow
lshi Burdett
cartoonists
P
Peggy Busby
Michael F. Dowe
On-the-Spot Editor
the consequences of their actons.
Kelly Whiteman
Caryl Calabria
Jeff Harris
·
1
h
t
d
Debbie
Hopkins
Rebecca
Carroll
John
Hirtle
Th IS emp oyee as represen e
Calendar Editor
Gina DiGregorio
Kurt Krebs
your store in a disastrous manner.
Karen Laliberte
Thea Favalaro
Dick sawyer
You should publicly censor him;
~re~t~~~~~hers
~y:~sG~:~~es
r.hristopherWillis
and you should then publicly assure
Jennifer Bowes
Karen Hamilton
r:~~~~~~Supervisor
your customers that this kind of
~~t~~~%ataro
~~:~ ~!~1~r,el
g~~i! ~~!~:s
behavior will not be tolerated in
Barbara Clay
Tom Joseph
Karen Hamilton
your stores. Any continued silence
g~;:~,~i~~re~stes
~;~~eKci~r
Hrir~afagf:Y Readers
on your company's part can only
Tim Farr
Sarah Minnoch
Leslie Cota
be seen as smug indifference to a
Ann Marie Gagnon
Marianne Moore
Elizabeth Crossley
Jen Purdy
Rachel Levine
Chris Gamache ,
human relations problem. As Elie
Tim Golden
Alyson Sanborn
Lynn Mezzano
Wiesel has pointed out, ''the op- ---■S■
ad■ie■G■re■e■nw■a■y------T■
,m■T■ho■r■
nto■n------C■
hr•istllin■
e■
o·■c■
on•n•or.--•
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University Forum
Do you know
your rights?

UNH isn't
cheap

By Stacey Murgo and Amy Yager

By Christopher P. Estes
On October 24, 1988 Gordon Haaland made a
speech about the present and future affairs of The
University of New Hampshire. His speech was
written up in the Friday October 28, 1988 issue
of The New Hampshire. One of the issues that he
spoke about w-as the increasing cost of UNH's
tuition. He stated that we (himself and the trustees)
"try to look at our competitors when assessing our
tuition. We primarily look at Vermont, B.C., B.U.,
Massachusetts, Maine, and small colleges." He then
went on to say that "relative to other universities,
UNH is cheap." This last statement is misleading
in its entirety.
First of all, Haaland compares UNH with two
prominent private schools: B.C. and B.U., private
schools, is not valid. As a rule, private schools cost
more than public schools, because they are funded
largely by tuition, and not by the public. Naturally
these two institutions cost more than UNH.
Second, Haaland compares UNH with colleges
or universities (he's not specific) in Vermont, Maine,
and Massachusettes. Out of the three states, only
one university has higher tuition rates. This one
university is the University of Vermont, which
has out of state/ in-state rates of $8986/ 3118;
compared to UNH's out state/ in-state tuition rates
of $6950/23 70 (based on 1987 rates). The other
three states tuition rates compared to UNH's tuition
rates are as follows:

.OUT OF STATE
New Hampshire
UNH
Maine
U Maine at Fort Kent
U Maine at Machias
U Maine at Augusta
U of Southern Maine
U Maine at Orono
Massachusetts
U Mass at Lowell
U Mass at Amherst
U Mass at Boston

IN-STATE

$6950

$2370

3630
3630
3630
4560
4600

1413
1413

1513

3636
4320
4320

1080
1296
1296

1509
1500

As is shown by the chart, all of the public state
universities above have both a lower out of state
tuition rates. The University of NH's tuition rates
are higher tban eight out of nine of the public state
universities in the surrounding three states by almost
$900 in-state, and over '$2000 out of state. So, is
there any validity in Gordon Haaland' s statement:
"rdative to other universities UNH is cheap"?
No there isn't.
Haaland proposed to raise both in-state and out
of state tuition within the next two years. While
in-state tuition will increase only a couple hundred
dollars, out of state tuition will increase over $1100.
This is absurd! The university of NH's tuition is
already higher than 90% of other public state
universities in the surrounding states. This explicitly
asserts that Gordon Haaland's statements are indeed
misleading: UNH is neither cheap, nor is the tuition
low.

Christopher P. Estes is a sophomore in the school
of Liberal Arts.
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Friday night. Walking home on Madbury Road.
Two a.m. or so. You've lost track of time. You've
also lost your mind. A few beers. The same old thing.
Suddenly a voice yells "Hold up!". You're face to
face with a police officer before you realize you're
still holding a cup of beer. You had meant to throw
it out, but it's too late now. Trouble. You're under
21 and holding an open container.
"Where did you get that beer?" Somewhere in
your mind you piece together memories of t.v. shows
and Miranda rights. You wonder if they apply here.
Should you demand them? Your friends will kill
you if you rat on their party. It's still going strong
but you're scared for you own sake. Those incriminating questions persists. Will you be further
punished if you don't answer?
Situations like this occur frequently at UNH.
Most students do wonder about their rights in legal
situations, yet most are unaware of what they really
are. Others think they know them but are actually
quiL(: confused. With two police f<:>rces and a separate
U niver:,.ity Conduct Board all making rules, who
wouldn't be? The problem is that students may,
incur further charges, like disorderly conduct, for
demanding rights when they don't exist, or for failing
to utilize those they do have.
To help increase awareness of legal rights, the
judicial affairs council is sponsoring a forum called
"IS IT LEGAL?". Speakers will include Detective
Paul Dean of University Police, UNH Legal Services
Attorney Tom Dwyer, Captain Paul McGann of
Durham P9lice and Kathleen Dwyer, prosecuting
attorney. Questions can be addressed on alcohol
policies, police abilities to enter dorms or private
apartments, bail and arraignment, and any other
issues may find important.
The forum is open to all students, faculty, and
members of the community. We encourage you to
attend and assure chat you'll find the session
informative. Don't be passive. Come to Room 140
of Hamilton Smith on Wednesday, November 16th
at 8p.m. It's your rights we'll be debating.

Stacey Murga is a junior in the school of Liberal
Arts. Amy Yager is a senior in the school of Liberal
Arts.

Should learning be measured?
By Chris Pinchbeck
at the end of a semester relating the student's
Have you ever been infuriated about a grade you
eagerness to absorb the information? Would that
received that you believed to be unjust and unfair?
If you are like me, you will certainly be able to think be a reliable source of showing energy or not? It
would certainly conserve the hard to find time which
of several instances. If you are like me, you feel
more hindered by the grading process than helped many complain about. This efficiency would provide
and wonder really just how important grades are a professor with the ability to teach in a more
consequential and significant fashion creating a
for an education at the college level.
Why do you attend college? I attend for ~he larger impact on the student. Also with this time,
education. Education to me, means to be learnrng a student would be more apt to have a higher
and constantly influenced by the classes I take, friends retention level of the material presented.
How about a system similar to Bowdoin College?
I meet, professors I listen to, events I a~tend, and
the entire college atmosphere. Education to me They run on a pass/fail basis, and the students are
helped by this process, not hindered. Stu~ents are
is not grades.
So what role do grades play in our education and required to be energetic in this system for Bowdoin's
life after college? Some say that grades help as a academic program is very rigorous.
With the grading system abolished, the pressure
motivation factor. Maybe they do, but I'm sorry
for those who rely on grades to get through college. would be taken from our backs. The atmosphere
If the motivation to learn and study the new ideas of dread facing and following exams would be lifted,
presented are not strong enough influences without yet a different pressure would set in. It would no
longer be a pressure to cram for exams, but a
grades, then one shouldn't be at college.
Some say that good grades influence the rank constant, steady push to learn, to fully conceptualize
in job standing received going into the worki.ng the ideas presented. Money would be saved, and
world. Not true, I called several corporations and attitudes would change, students once again eager
asked them if grades were a major contributor to to learn, professors once again eager to teach.
In closing thjs proposal to abolish the present
decisions with applicants. Simply, a degree was
first on their list followed by experience through grading system, I raise three more questions. Does
previous jobs and courses taken in college. So what the usual multiple guess exam help either the student
about the grades? The. only influence grades have or teacher excel for a complete education? It seems
in the working world proves to be one thing; how presently, the student feverishly studies to circle
the correct letter and the teacher feverishly creates
energetic a person is.
Through all the costly procedures and hassles an exam that will not waste his/her time. Is that
of computer labor, professor labor, and student right? Why can't education include both parties
labor to study for the multiple guess exam, I ask feverishly using their time to learn for the benefit
if the grading system is the most effective way to and time efficiency for us all?
prove how energetic a student may be?
Chris Pinchbeck is a Sophomore Wildlife Man-·
How about a single comment slip from a professor agement major
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"BEAR TRACKS NIGHT"
Canadian Night
At The
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started a nursery.
constructed a well.
surveyed a national park.
taught school .
t coached track.
I learned French.

IWASINTHE

From 9-close

PEACE CORPS
-INFORMATION SESSIONThursday, November 17

7-9pm
Sullivan Room

Campus Recruiters are in Wolf House
M,W,F 2-4 pm
T,Th 10-1
Call: 862-1880
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Arts & Entertainment
· Jimmy Cliff energizes with potent reggae
By Allyson Schade
defined as "I rule." Cliff further
Reggae srarJimmy Cliff creat- described chis as the Jamaican
ed quite an amazing, energetic way of thinking; I rule myself
show this past Sunday. Selling and let no outer influences affect
out th.: Field House, he brought me adversely.
One of the first songs was a
a new kind of concert to the
audience. Jimmy Cliff's songs medley put together by the
carry with them more than a gm 1r rrirnp0<sed of songs dealtune; they are instilled with a ing with the situations in Africa,
message of peace from a man Nicaragua and Afghanistan.
that calls himself "not a pol- Cliff called on the youth to stand
itician, but a musician with a up and be heard and not allow
. any more sufferings to go on.
mission."
Cliff started out the c9ncert He sang "Vietnam" and prowith the pulsating "Bongo claimed chat we do nor want any
Man." The crowd was entranced more Vietnams; we must be
as all the musicians played the aware of what is going on
bongos while harmonizing with · around us and put an end to it.
Current politics, of course,
Cliff. It was a slow, mellow
beginning that captured the filtered into the evening with
audience's attention and dis- Cliff's recogmtion of the recent
played the band's incredible election which elicited an overwhelming response of boa's
synchronicity.
The tone turned more upbeat from the crowd. Cliff went on
to bring the crowd to chants of
as Cliff pounced up and down
"We don't want nuclear war,"
the stage, collecting cheers from
the crowd with his excited directed at Reagan and Gorbachev. The audience seemed
dance. Although the sound was
not up to par throughout the mesmerized as he asked them
to sing along with him.
concert and it was sometimes
Although there was a longer
difficult to hear the music
than usual wait for the encore,
precisely, Cliff's stage presence
Cliff returned with several more
and energy made up for it. He
was amusing to watch, the kind energetic tunes stating that the
band wished they could stay all
of singer one could see all night
night. Cliff reiterated his feelwhile never tiring of his style.
ings on the suffering countries
He was truly enjoying himself
and people, asking us to do
and wanted ro make sure the
everything we could to help the
crowd was, too.
Cliff was alwavs communi- people and recognize the problems to make sure that they do
cating with the crowd, drawing
not happen again. The youth
an enthusiatic response; the
have the strength, he says, to
crowd answering with the J achange the world and make it
maican word that was later
1

The exuberant Jimmy Cliff performed Sunday night in the Field House.
a better place.
He ended the night of reggae
excitement with an extended ,
uplifting version of "The
Harder They Come;" an appropriately strbng ending
loaded with energy and
momentum--Cliff intense singing and dancing left the crowd
on a natural high.
Cliff put on a '-hO'V th~t mad~

the crowd excited and also left
us pondering all the ideas he
had thrown out. He touched on
his gravest concerns and made
it clear that he loves reggae
music but loves mankind even
more and wants to see change
happen. He left us with the
feeling that we should not be
accepting what is going on in
the world but that we should

fight it if we believe it should
be stopped.
Cliff created a message of
music and meaning together to
support a cause: he wants us to
believe that the world can and
must survive in peace. And that
doesn't seem like a bad idea, does
it?

Keaton stuns
The Good Mother
Starring Diane Keaton and Liam
Nelson
Directed by Leonard N imoy
By Marc Mamigonian

The Annapolis Bras~Quintet will perform with Western Wind at UNH's Johnson Theate;
Saturday November 19 at 8 p.m. For ticket information ~all 86i-2290.

Here we go again. Another
autumn release with a serious
theme, another controversial
issue addressed. This time the
themes are the following: how
much sexual openness is appropriate around children and
should the courts be able to pass
decisions on this and other
issues of childrearing. The film
is The Good Mother, directed
by Leonard Nimoy (he of the
pointy ears and the rational
disposition) and it stars Diane
Keaton as the mother who may
or may not be good.
Keaton plays a recently divorced, sexually repressed, 40ish
mother of one who has a whole
new and exciting world opened
up to her by her new lover, who
is a Bohemian -sculptor of no
fixed income (well played by
Liam Neeson). Keaton's good
mother has tried to raise her
daughter i•n an "unrepressed"
manner, maintaining frankness
about the human body, including
what Monty Python used to
refer to as the "naughty bits."
Her lover recognizes this, and
one day when the young girl
accidentally stumbles in on him
naked (he's the naked one, not
her), and she asks some rather
up front questions about what
she sees, he tries to deal with
her in the manner that her

mother would condone (for
more details, see the movie).
However, when Keaton's ex
learns of this "openness" (shall
we call it glasnost?) he begins
proceedings to gain custody of
his daughter. This, in essence,
forces the court to pass judgement on Keaton's mothering
methods. She challenges c-he
court's right to do this, but loses.
. This is pretty hot subject
matter, by any standard, and if
handled properly, it could form
the basis for an explosive film.
The material is mishandled,
though not completely. A lot
of the impact comes across
purely on the strength of Keaton's performance. Remove her
from the cast and all you have
left is a competently made TV
movie of the week.
Keaton is such a winning ·
screen actress that she often
overpowers the subject matter
in question. In fact, the best
parts of the film come before
the controversy begins, when
Keaton is kind of "Annie Hall
Ten Years After;" just divorced
and trying to get her life going.
After the controversy begins,
though, N imoy seems to lose
his grasp on things and starts
being concerned with ideas the
themes instead of the characters.
Keaton has some explosive
scenes, but nothing else. I almost
wish that rather than going for
a message they had stuck with
her and her lover's story, which,
while being familiar, is effective.

~OTHER, page 18
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Lp Shorts:Alligator Records compilation ...
By Arthur Lizie
Sons Of Freedom (Slash Records) - Driven by a hard
rhythm section and a slicing
guitar, Sons of Freedom achieve
a startling range of mediocrity
on their debut major label LP
release. At times remotely
catchy, at other bland and tuneless, the band is extraordinarily
average, a PiL for the masses.
"The Holy Rollers" has a great
beat and you can dance to it, I'd
give it a seven, the best rating
on the record. The lyrics and
feel of the record convey a tough
image but are underscored by
a singer who evok..'s memories
of A Flock of Seaguli.: Sons of
Freedom are listenable, nothing
great, nothing horrid.
Phil Thor_n alley Swamp
(MCA Records) - Why are we
subjected to this shamelc3S disco
from just another pretty face?
Imitation Wham!? The thoug1aless rogue, stealing from a
master such as Michael! Thornalley, PT to his intimates, just
wishes you wanted his sex. With
choruses like "Love me like a
rock / Rock steady!" he needs
more than someone wanting his
sex to liven up Swamp. Wake
me up when he's gone gone.
Elvin Bishop Big Fun (Alligator Records) - Ex-Paul

Butterfield Blues Band guitarist
Elvin Bishop misses the mark
with his debut Alligator release,
straying too far from the blues
and too close to country. Not
only that, but Elvin sounds really
goofy when he sings, like he's
ready to guffaw at the sound
engineer's funny faces. "Don't
Lie To Me" and "No Broken
Hearts" are the standout tracks.
And remember, Elvin was the
dude who released the midseventies classic "Fooled
Around And Fell In Love" with
then soon-to-be Jefferson Starship vocalist Mickey Thomas
on vocals. Almost too good to
be true. The first miss on
Alligator? Maybe.
Genuine Houserockin' Music
III (Alligator Records) - Genuine Houserockin' Music III
is the third specially priced
compilation of tracks culled
from Alligator Records' latest
releases. Alligator is the best
blues label of the eighties. By
far. Here we got the best of the
best. the be~t of the younpin'c.
and the best ot the or folks. The
youngin's: The Paladins ("Years
Since Yesterday"), Kenny Neal
("Outside Looking In"), Little
Charlie and The Nightcats ("I
Ain't Lyin'"), Maurice John
Vaughn ("Girl Don't Live

~-
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The Paladins are featur,t on Alligator Record's latest releases compilation Genuine
Houserockin' Ill.
The Shakers Living In The groups ro make the scene in· a
Here"), and Tinsley Ellis
Shadow Of A Spirit (Carlyle long time. Most people into the
("Can't You Lie"). The oldsters:
Records)Elvin Bishop ("don't Lie To
Cocteau Twins would be into
Me"), Lonnie Brooks ("Two
this if it weren't from America,
What happens when especially Nashville. The guitar
Headed Man"), Katie Webster
two ex-members of The Royal work is evocative throughout,
("Who's Making Love"), and
of China (guitarist Oscar but tends to be obtrusive when
Court
BuRoy
the recently deceased
Rice and bassist/ mandolinist technique seems to win out over
chanon ("High Wire"). All
these tracks are superior quality Robert Logue) meet up with song. A record worth searching
l-,lues/ pop, this record serving Tennessee's version of Kate out. Folk tunes, folk tunes, folk
as a fine primer on a bunch of Bush, Rebecca Stout? That's tunes.
tremendous artists. Don't miss easy, The Shakers, one of the
most likeable, br.e eziest folk
out.

MOTHER

UNH
Celebrity Series

Three membe~s of the Western Wind who will be
performing as part of UNH's Celebrity Series along
with the Annapolis Brass Quintet this Saturday,
November 19 at 8 p.m. For ticket information call 8622290.

I'd rather watch Kearon act than
be hit over the head with an
"important theme" any day.
The other central problem
is in the film's opening and
closing sequences, both of which
take place at Keat~rn·s grandparents' cottage in Maine. The
opening sequence, which is set
· in her childhood while Keaton
narrates as an adult is particularly weak and thoroughly
unnecessary as she tries to
explain why Keaton's character
is so repressed.
The family is dominated by
the grandfather (played by good
old Ralph Bellamy, who one is
hard put to think of as being
dominating), except for Keaton's youngest aunt, who is
carefree and liberated, for what
that is worth. The sequence is
overly Freudian and tries to
make up for later deficiencies

(continued from page 17)
in character development by
"explaining" Keaton's character
here. It does not work.
The ending sequence, whkh
takes place some time after the
court battle, is oddly and uncomfortably like the ending to Annie
Hall, with Keaton voicing over
that, well, things didn't work
out with her lover, and she
misses not living with her
daughter, but things are okay.
It does not work either, and it
cheapens the impact she has
made with her great performance.
Another problem is that the
film oversimplifies too many
issues, particularly from the
legal end of things. After seeing
this, one might think that all
judges are arch conservatives,
hell-bent on taking children
from their mothers. It also fails
to deal with Keaton's repressed

nature very well, opting for the
old "throw a boho artist type
at a repressed woman and she'll
be swinging in no time." Well,
maybe it's not that old, but you
get the idea.
The big problem, then, with
The Good Mother is a problem
common to most "message"
films: it subordinates character
to theme and forces the director
to abandon any style lest it
obscure the message. Well, Idon't go to see a film to get a
message, I go to see people. The
two are certainly not mutually
exclusive, or at least should not
be. Unfortunately, in The Good
Mother, Nimoy blunts Keaton's
performance, and in the process,
obscures the message. As a
result, The Good Mother is not
the film it_might have been.

Newmarket's Stone Church will present the Atlantic Clarion Steel Band on Fr.iday,
November 18. The six piece all steel drum band performs a mix of Calypso·, soca,
merengue, bossa nova and rock. The show starts at 9 p.m. and tickets are $3.
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RAW BAR & GRILL

Tuesday Nite is ...

at the OY-CLUB
From 9 to close
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Drive in the
fast lane
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The new 7t•1rN Z-286 LP Personal Computer ·
does more than put your coursework in the passing lane

S

chool is no problem for you
and the.Z-286 LP. Handling
homework at high speeds without
giving up accuracy is what
it's all about.
With the performance of8MHz-0
wait states; capabilities of "media
sensing" - for reading and writing
720K disks; and compatibility of
MS-DOS or MS OS/2 technology,
the Zenith Z-386 LP makes schoolwork really fly!

Featuring:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80286 processor
8MHz, 0 wait states
2 open expansion slots
1MB RAM standard expandable
to 6MB on system board
1.14MB 3.5" floppy drive
20MB·or 40MB hard disk
2 serial ports
1 parallel port
EGA + video card
101 key keyboard
MS-DOS, MS windows

Z-286 LP with 20MB fixed disk

Prices start@$1799

Student Rep:

Student Rep:

WARNER JONES
868-5910

BRIAN MARTINEAU
862-2074

data

systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFOHE THE NAME GOES ON

For more information atx>u17'NlrN 's full range of computers from the 8088 desktops, 286 desktops & portables, 386 desktops & portables, contact:
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Comics-

Universi
Superguy

by Kurt Krebs

HOW TO DRAW SUPfRGUY

Freaker Patrol

by Michael Dowe
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HACKS HALL
~0 TELL ME Jo ,,
WHAT DO YOU T
L(.N.H. NEEDS TO
BECOME THE

S~ALL
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_________
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13Y JOHN
HIRTLE!
1

0 PROBLEM! 1 1-L
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NEED MORE
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by Dick Sawyer
HI GANG, THIS 15 YOUR
OLO PAL U~CLE. GOROlt
~f tvilNDING YOU THAT
WINTER IS CLOSE. AT
HAND,AND Wll"H IT NEW

0UT NOT ,HIS YEAR,

PARK IN6 PROBLEMS • • •

NEWW FUNDS l~ro UNH

MY N£ W PARl<&ttG PLAN
NOT ONL.'f' SOLVE~ HOURS

~

OH WHISTLE. WHILE

YOU WORK, DO•PO-DO

~dd -

LOOKIN6 FOR 5P4C.£,
8UT ALSO r3RINC,S MOR£
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SENATE PAGE
IS IT LEGAL?
You have legal rights--Find out what they
are!! You can do so at the Open Forum
on Wednesday, Nov. 16 at 8:00 pm at

Hamilton Smith 140. The UNH Police,
legal council, and prosecuting attorney will
answer your questions

SENATE BILLS PASSED

WINTER CARNIVAL

VOTING

A bill from SAFC to PFO was passed
unanimously, concerning the Concept
by Programming Fund Organization,
as was a bill to SAFC from The
Granite, which simply stated the
purpose of the UNH Yearbook.

A meeting will be held at 4: 15 on
Tuesday, Nov. 15 in the MUB concerning Winter Carnival. Anyone with ideas
is welcome to attend!!

Thanks to the hard work of Michelle
Scenna and Tim Silk, over 1200
students registered to vote this fall.
That's 1000 more students than last
year!!

FRESHMEN MINICOURSE
A freshmen minicourse proposal will
be coming up in the near future. This
mandatory course would introduce
freshmen to college life at UNH. If you
have any input, contact the Senate
Office at 862-1494.

STUDENT LIFE
COMMITTEE
A point plan used with I.Os is being
looked into by this council. This would
enable students to use their I.Os in Cats
Closet, the Wildcatessan, etc., rather
than pay cold cash!!

TRICYCLE RACE
A tricycle race will be held on Sunday,
Nov. 20th, on Madbury Road. Greek
houses and various organizations will
participate and the money earned will
be donated to the United Way.

HOUSING

FRESHSTART
150 more students are needed for next
semester to sign up for Freshstart! If
interested, contact Kim Varney or
Alyson Rando at 862-1494.
Respectfully submitted by

There is a list of site proposals in the
Student Senate office if anyone is
interested in reviewing them!

Look tor this page in every Tuesday's New Hampshire. All students
~re welcome to attend Senate meetings held every Sunday at 6:00pm
in McConnell 212. Complete details of the above bills are posted
outside the Senate Office, room 130 in the MUB, or call 862-1494.

Colleen Brennan, Greek Senator
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THE OY-CLUB

.B ~ourCollege RingsSomething ToWrite

w~v~1°'t~ ·
SPECIALS

Home About!
(AndA Way To Dolt!)

Mon.-Fri. from 3 to 7 pm
J

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
FREE!
A.T. Cross Pen
and Pencil SetA $34 Value!

. Wednesday thru
Saturday Nights

Purchase any men's or
women's 14 karat or 10
karat gold Balfour College·
. Ring, and receive a Black
Classic A. T. Cross pen and pencil
set-fre~.
Your Authorized Balfour Representative:

Will be on the MUB balcony,
Wednesday, November 16th
Thursday, November 17th
10am .- 3pm

. R A \\1/

Balfour®College Class Rings

f~

A R & l ·, R I L L

421 Central Ave.

No one remembers {n so many ways.

Dover

IS IT LEGAL?
You Have Legal Rights
Find Out What They Are!

Detective Paul Dean- UNB Police
Attorney Tom Dwyer- UNB Legal Council
Capt. Paul McGann- Durham Police

Kathleen Dwyer- Prosecuting Attorney
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C,,z,i~~~~~L.E,- Ii
1979 Subaru from Californ ia, 4x4 station
wagon . Michelin radial tires, new radiator,
front and back brakes. Engine strong and
clean . Body and interior in excellent shape.
Tape deck and 1 yr. old panasonic speakers included . Dependable and good in
snow. Asking $800. Call Heather at 679 5616 days, 436-3595 eves.
Reliable Commuter Car: 1985 Ford Tempo
GL 5 speed, AM/FM, Air, Rear Defog. Must
-see 749-0914
Nishiki Mountain Bike: 19.5" frame, chromoly , mostly new components (shimavo
exage)$325. 431-8577
1981 Chevette for sale, Std . Strans .,
hatchback, original owner, AM?FM, A/C,
exc. condition . $1390 or best offer. Call
603-895-4397
Pentax P3 Camera with 50mm lens and
flash - Haroly used - in excellent condition.
Worth $225, will sell for $150 - Call Tom
at 743-3922 or 862-4722
Yamaha CR-640 receiver 40w porch. $150
o.b.o. Polk Audio 5a spkrs rtd 80w. 100.00
per pair. Call John 7 49-2728
Disposable Car for sale! Only $350 for a
cheap and DEPENDABLE '76 Ford Wagon
with new engine, new tires and many parts,
it will keep you moving for a LONG TIME
to come! 679-8362
1979 VW Rabbit (fuel injected) Needs
shocks, otherwise god conditions, especially engine. Two Basswood rollup shades
tor porch, seven and nine feet wide. Two
porch rugs, four by six feet. 1980 small
(70cc) Honda motorcycle. Good condition ,
local transportation . Two adjustable (single
or double) metal bed frames. Three finished
birchwood cabinet doors, 18 by 14 inches.
Call 868-2296

VOLUNTEERS needed to help in food
collection at area supermarkets on Saturday 11 /19 . Our goal is to help all NH
seacoast families have a meal this Thanksgiving . Alpha Phi Omega UNH's coed
Service Fraternity is sponsoring its 2nd
allual multi supermarket food drive. Anyone
and everyone, groups or individuals are
invited to get involved lots of help is needed.
For more info call Scott at 743-4326
BIG MANCHESTER ACCOUNTING FIRM
needs a PART-TIME INTERN! (for Semester II) To work in the tax department.
Great experience & good$$$!!! Must be
a 2nd semester junior. Call Field Experience
862 -1184. (Job #88098 A)
Resort Hotel , Cruiselines, Airlines , &
Amusement Parks, NOW accepting applications for summer jobs internships,
and career positions. For more information
and an application; write National Collegiate REcreation Service; PO Box 807 4;
Hilton Head SC 29938
Management pos itions . Gain valuable
experience while still earn ing great money.
Last summers average pay was $8000.
Posit ions filling qu ickly . For more information call 1-800- 922 -5579 or 508 -4815504 and leave amessage for Jeff Milla~
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CLASSIFIED
Flexible hours, good tun . competitve wages.
Come see why 4 out of 5 psychiatrists
recommend working at the MUS tor their
patients that do work. MUBB foodservice,
it's not jsut a job, it's an adventure . Drop
by the MUB Cafeteria and ask tor Mark.
Full time and Part time positions available
for a salesper:, 0n to price, merchandise
and sell women's Ski fashions . Apply in
person at Putnam 's Ski and Sports 990
Lafayette Rd. Rt.1, PortS;T!OUlh

- ----

Instructors ar~ needed to teach the
following MUS mini-courses tor Spring
semester: ballroom dancing, calligraphy,
and guitar. These are paid positions! If
interested, please call 862-1001
Flexible hours, good fun, competitive
wages. Come see why 4 out of 5 psychiatrists recommend working at the MUS
for their patients that do work . MUB
toodservice, it's not just a job, it's an
adventure. Drop by the MUB cafeteria and
ask tor Mark.
PLANT SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION MAJORS!! Work as a
plant survey researcher along the Merrimack River. Part ot Full-time. Great job
experience $possible $$$ !! CAIi Field
experience 862-1184 (job #88099)
Experienced restaurant people to work
for a temporary placement service for
caterers and restaurants in the Porstmouth
Area. For more info. call Tim collect at 9647263.
Overseas jobs .. Summer.yr.round. Europe,
S.America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $900$2000 mo. Sightseeing . Free info. Write
IJC, PO Bx 52-NH01 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

BLACK STUDENT UNION ... GENERAL
MEETING ...WED. NOV._16...9:30 PM ... MUB ...CARROLL-BELKNAP ROOM ...BLACK
STUDENTS MOST ENCOURAGED ... ALL
STUDENTS WELCOMED ... !!!!
Bassist looking to start progres sive/hardcore band need guitarist ,
drummer and/or singer. If interested call
Gregg at 868-5027
'70's - '80 's Cover Rock Band forming ,
seeks bass player and guitarist. Call for
more into. Mark Days 742-4403 after 6:00
659-3544
To all December Graduates: There will be
a formal iri your honor at the New England
Center on December 4th. The cost is $25
per person. Includes appetizers, dinner,
music (DJ and piano) and of course a cash
bar! Call Kathleen at home 868-5222 b/w
8 a.m. - 8p.m. Deadline is Nov. 18th
Rob, FUN times. memories, laughs SMILES
you have brought me as each day passes,
you become more SPECIAL. Love, Marcy
R2 -To the dancing disco Senate king at
Sigma Nu Thursday night, dipping is out,
who taught you how to dance?
The Pledges of Sigma Phi Epsilon, the Rap
you did last Wednesday night was really
hip and out of sight. We're glad you honored
us on our Singing Spree. Love the sisters
and pledges of Kappa D.
Sarah: Happy Birthday, Suckerhead! Love
always, Donna and Adrianne
Hey Mothra - Is there any particular reason
you got done at 1 a.m . on Thursday? I
thought so.
Dave in 8-2. Thank you for hooking us up.
We are happy guppies! Love ya - D,L,C,A
Debbie, Mario thanks for all your support

HOUSING

& help this weekend. you guys are great!!

-I

Durham - Need a female to sublet newly
renovated apartment. ASAP and/or 2nd
semester. $344/mo furnished & utilities
included. Call 431 -4101 or 887 -3860 after
6:00 p.m.

You're very- special Friends to me. Love
you know who.
Brenda, you've gone of your way to make
us in the Pit a family . You've brought a
special touch to the Pit. You are more then
just our RA, you're our special friend . We
love you. - McLaughlin Pit Crew

Northwood NH - unique country setting.
One bedroom contemporary. 20 minutes
from UNH, carpeted, deck, appliances,
garage, extras. $500 mo., 942-7705

Stephanie, Carolyn, Julie, Happy Birthday!
let's agree no more Birthdays for awhile,
we're going to get fat. Well Happy Birthday
to you 3 sexy broads of McLaughlin, We
Love you!! Love Rrn's 13, 112, 110

Space available tor spring semester: One
female roommate. Main St. Durham . Call
for details - 868-3801

HEY JON--HOW ARE YOUR SKUNKS
DOING?!?!

Smith Hall International Center is accepting
applications for 2nd semester. Applications
available from Smith RHO . Applications
due November 18
NEWMARKET - House in need of rentor.
Spacious and homey. On the Kari -van
route . Washer and partly furnished .
$195/month plus utilities (low). Security
deposit and lease required . Must be seen.
No pets and non-smokers please. Available
now and for next semester. Call Abi or
Leslie at 659-2386.

ROUND TRIP TICKETS to PHOENIX, AZ
on DEC 26 via AMERICAN AIRLINES. REG .
. $308 ... PRIVATE SALE $250 or best offer.
PLEASE CALL 868-3613 ANY TIME.
Bugbee - Happy 21st! Hop e you didn 't
indulge too much yesterday.

SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL CENTER
is accepting applications for 2nd semester.
Applications available from Smith RHO .
Applications due November 18
Dave A . from Congreve - Bet you think
you 're pretty funny now don't you . Well,
we'll have the last laugh! - Your DZ parking
lot buddies.

Did you know the pizza delivery person
earns one of the lowest wages paid in
Durham?
A lot of people on campus really don 't know
that they're supposed to tip the pizza
person ...

-------------

George-- I am unimpresssed, but intrigued.
To T. Piface in Stoke 409, The last 2 1 /2
months have been intense. Promise me
you'll always make me smile. Get psyched
for a sheet over fhe head, abduction, and
·a shot of tequila. I love you.

Pizza delivery people rely primarily on tips
so if your pizza arrives hot and steaming
and your driver is friendly slide him/her
a tip for a job well done!!!

Laurie and Beth - you're almost there! Good
luck guys! Love Ri
Allyson, you're the best sis ever! Love your
Sweetie Patootie

Durham -One to three. female roommates
needed to live on Young Drive for Spring
Semester. Call Julie or Amy at 868 -6272
for more info.

O 'S: I hate your guts. Let 's get together
on the 29th for beer and Smithereens.
Mic~ielle - What color today? Love, your
friends at Phi Kap

The election is over. Bimbo award goes
to 2468. Kristin turned her plant to a stump
but Jen took the stairs on her romp.

Most pizza delivery people working in
Durham are full time students who have
to work ...

Last week's BIMBO was Foppy - nice floor
routine!
Go to CANCUN tor Spring Break!!! Great
Prices & top quality hotels! Free cruise to
those who apply early! Call now before all
the slots are filled! Call Deb at 868-3445
CANCUN - Spring Break '89. Great prices.
Hotels approved by Mexican Ministries.
'Early-bird' cruise special! Call Now! Deb
at868-3445

Photo Slut - Suddenly , your harem is
shrinking. Hmm ...
Sorry, Susan, I guess I'm just not as nice
as you are.

L.-,s.E.Rv.1,cE;\::l

December Graduates - I need 10 tickets
for ceremony. Will pay $5 tor each ticket.
If you have extras please call Beth 868 2705
Sign up for your Freshman Camp interviews, only two weekends left. Just Do IT!!
Larry Donovan , you don't have a vote, so
keep your big mouth shut!
Sigma Nu, 9et psyched for Waterville Valley.

To the pledges of Delta Zeta , keep your
chin up, you 're almost there. Love the MUB
rat sisters you can never find.
Barb Hodges, control yourself!!
To get to the Boston Mononoment, take
the P-line.
Jonathon, bet you never thought I'd send
you a personal, I miss you.

Available to Junior, Senior and Fifth Year
engineering students as of Fall 1988.
American Consulting Engineering Council
(ACEC) prize. Winners will then compete
on a national level for a top financial Aid
Director or ca!I Mr. A Goulart (617) 246 5200 . Submi.ttal Deadline November 30,
1988.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNh ... feel free
to call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors. Nursing Dept.
862-3405; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050; Les l=isher,
English Dept. 862 - 1313; Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050

Kurt , Wais, Slim, and Pete, Montreal was
the balls! Who needs the YMCA? I Love
Alex.

Attention - Faculty, Students and Consul tants!!! Word Processing/Typing Service
- Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing Lists . Professional
quality. IBM/Diablo equipment. Over nine
years experience. Call Victoria Benn, 9:00
- 5:00 p.m., Monday - Saturday, 7 49-1365

Jill, grow up, you acted like a freshman
all weekend!

French tutoring - any levels call at 8681895

To my roommates at 18 Main, Apt 4, you
guys arethe best!

Typing/Word Processing, professional
quality . Spelling accuracy guaranteed .
SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742 -2037

Patrick, Happy Birthday, I tried to give you
a present but you were no where to be
found, better luck next year.

Sheila-Cheer up, things will get better, life
goes on .
Kristin -- Where have you been? You ' re
harder to find than I am.
Ralph Nader tonight in the MUB

Professional Word Processing for all your
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
659-3578

Jerkface - I can never tell you how sorry
I am. Please, can we just talk this out? You
know who.

TO DREWHAPPY 21st I I
BIRTHDAY ••

Internships available in the MUB Pub. Two
credits - marketing, control ler, catering,
Pistachio's. Four credits-Hotel 403 Intern,
Purchaser Intern. Cover letter and resume
required by 11 /19/88 .
Maura Murphy--Missed you this weekend,
love your big sister.
Hey exe cs.-- Just Do IT!! Have a Good
Week, Love Kel

Love,

M·aria, Laurie, Beth, Jenn,
Holly, and Maryann

Dave from Saratoga - thanks for the hickey
and for the 'guaranteed' visit I never got.
You 're a dink!! - kristen

RESUMES
Electronically Typed

$18.50 INC~UDES:
•TYPING
•SELECTION OF PAPER

_4jjl(S

•ENVELOPES

•25¢ COPIES
• 25¢ ENVELOPES

•25--EXTRA SHEETS O F PAPER

I ,.-

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage

DURHAM COPY
Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

Open MONDAY-FRIDAY
8:30-5:30
868-7031
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CUT OUT HERE.

r-----~---------,
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I
Our new

0

I

from Boston to Tampa and Ft. Lauderdale only. Please present this coupon when you purchase
your ticket (one coupon per ticket, originals only, no copies allowed). Tickets available for
purchase only at Continental ticketing locations. Students must present valid college ID wr1en
purchasing ticket. This fare is nonrefundable and is valid only for full-time college students
age 25 or younger. Travel must originate in Boston and be completed by December 14, 1988.
Holiday blackouts apply (November 18, 19, 22, 23, 26-28). Round trip purchase required.
Seats are limited and fare may not be available on every flight. This offer is not valid in conjunction
with any other Continental fare pro· 1otion, and no OnePasssMmiles may be earned with this
special fare.

I

I
I

I

I
I

q!:~d~s~!~~n~t: !~~n~~~ nonstops

I
I

II

Continental Agent Ticketing Instructions.
1. The original promotional certificate (no copies) must be presented .
Verify travel for compliance with all conditions of the certificate.
Venfy student ID and customer age 25 or under.
· 2. Retrieve the customer's PNR and create a Stored Ticket Shell.
Complete the ticket as follows:
A. FARE BASIS/TICKET DESIGNATOR: Enter "GH75".
B. NOT VALID AFTER: Enter .. 14DEC".
C. FARE CALCULATION LADDER: "BOS CO (applicable
Florida city code) 02 .31 CO BOS 01 .85 87 .51 S91.67"
D. FARE/TAX/TOTAL: Enter "91.67n.33/S99.00".

3. Use Ticket Remarks to enter the following information:
"Valid CO Only/Non-Ref."
•
4. Issue a ticket using Even Exchange (EE) entry to enter the exchange
document number (BOSTON-0054850899999X• 3) and the
actual form of payment used
5. Draw a diagonal line across the face of the certificate and mark
.. Exchanged". Enter the form and serial number of the ticket issued
and attach to the Auditor's coupon .
6. Student ID must be verified attime of airport check-in.
_
·
3-005-485-0899999-6

I

---------------

L

J

TO CUT UP DOWN HERE.

And take your cut of up to s200 savings on our new low student fares.
First, grab a pair of scissors. Then pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because students can now
cut up in Tampa or Ft. Lauderdale, for only $99 round trip from Boston.
'
Just cut out Continental's low student fare coupon, above, and bring it with you when you purchase your tickets.
No advance purchase or Saturday night stay required and travel must be completed by December 14. 1988.
Just follow the instructions on the coupon. And you'll discover that sunny Florida is a mere snip, pack and splash away.
For reservations, call Continental at 617-569-8400.

~
~

CONTINENTAL
Working to be Boston's choice.

© 1988 Continental Airlines, Inc.
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'Cats win first
game out west
By John Dubois

Over the long holiday weekend the UNH men's hockey
team did not get a chance to go
home and see the family . The
'Cats did however get to see
their first win of the season on
Thursday night against Colorado College.
The 'Cats definitely played
their best game of the season
as they shut out Colorado College at Broadmoor World Arena
for the first time since 1975, by
the score of 5-0.
Freshman forward Joe Flanagan had two goals against the
Tigers, including the game
winner at 1:01 of the second
period on a power play. Another
freshman looked strong for the
'Cats as Scott Morrow added a
goal and and assist.
UNH netminder Pat Morrison turned away all 31 shots that
Colorado put on him and looked
very impressive in doing so.
After their best showing of
the season, the 'Cats moved

across the Rockies to face a
tough team from Denver.
Morrision got his third
straight start but he probably
wished he could have watched
this one from the bench next
to Coach Kullen.
Morrison was pelted with 38 .
shots and eight of them found
their way across the crease and
past him. The final score was
8-1 ·as Morrow cranked in a shot
in the second period to give
UNH its only tally of the night.
The 'Cats accomplished what
just about any hockey team
,:ould want to accomplish however, and that is play .500 hockey
on the road.
The 'Cats are still looking for
a victory at home in this young
season and they will have an
opportunity to do just that
tonight at Snivley Arena against
Merrimack at 7:00 pm.
The attendence was great for
the BU game and the 'Cats hope
for an equally impressive crowd
tonight.

CUT IT OUT!
I'm trying to read
The
New Hampshire!

Spring Break '89 March 10-17

$559

NLY 2 WEEKS LEFT TO SIGN UP!
Reserve your space now!

Come See Us!
Every Mon/Tues 9-4 Ski Office, Room 110 MUB
Wed/Thurs 11-1 Table Hours MUB Balcony
or call 862-1013
)'-z

PRICE I~UDES:
7 Nights Waterfront at the Cable Beach Inn
Ro~nd Trip Air

§

;p-, c
i\i::}~iit:i/:

Welcome Party

Sunset Party Cruise
Beach Parties
and More ....

■

p~e,en

§

*
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Northeastern
sinks swimmers
By David Aponovich
It can be said that a team is
only as strong as its weakest
link. It appears that the UNH
swimming team is no exception.
In Saturday's combined meet
against Northeastern, Huskie
swimmers defeated both the
men, 152-89, and the women,
127-11"6. Along the way NU
topped the UNH diving squads,
as they swept the top three
positions during events in both
men's and women's competition.
UNH Coach Brenda Skelley
commented on the Huskies
divers, "Northeastern is probably one of the best diving
schools in New England." Skelley also said lack of enough pool
time is a factor in the diving
team's woes.
As for the swimming events,
UNH sophomore Jerry Bailey
did it again for the men. Bailey
followed up his three first place
finishes against Connecticut last
week by taking two events
against Northeastern. He swam
to victories in both the 400

individual medley (4:15.9) and
the 100 backstroke (55:73 ).
"He's really coming on
strong," said Skelley. She also
said she was happy with the
times as a whole, pointing out
that times are well ahead of
schedule, much better than at
chis point last year.
. Skelley is also pleased with
the performance of sophomore
Meghan McCarthy. McCarthy
finished 1st in the 50 freestyle
(25.7) and second in the 100
backstroke ( 1:05 .8).
Jen Branon and Karen Lutomski finished second and
.third, respectively, behind
McCarthy in the 100 backstroke.
Heather Benoit won the 1000
freestyle (11:09.8) and Shannon
Doherty finished first in the 100
backstroke (1:03.3 ).
"They didn't believe they
would give Northeastern a run,"
said Skelley. "We out swam
them without a doubt."
The Wildcats will bring their
0-2 record to Rhode Island this
Saturday in a meet against URI.

-~-.-.--

Both the men's and women's swimming teams had tough weekends dropping a dual match
with Northeastern this Sawcday iu _Durham <Dan MacDonald photo}

Big weekend for runners
By Jami Doneski
If chere could ever be a race
considered perfect, the UNH
men's cross country team had
it Saturday at the ECAC Championships. Coach Jim Boulanger
wore an expression of deep
satisfaction as he spoke of this
weekends "near perfect" race.

"This was it, the last race of
the season and they really came
through. Everybody on the team
had a PR (personal record) for
a 10k. You couldn't ask for a
better performance," Boulanger
said.
- The race was held in Waveney
Park New Canaan, Connecticut
und~r perfect weather condi-

tions.
Competing were 57 teams
from across New England, with
a total of 384 runners crossing
the finish line. Last year UNH
finished 33rd. This year they
took 23rd spot.
Individual placings for the
Wi-ldcat runners had Randy Hall
crossing the line in 31 :43 for
61st. He was followed by Mike
Cannuscio who finished in 32:00
for 120th. Darrel Covell was 148
with a time of 32:43. Andy
Charron was 159 with a time
of 32:48. Dan Beauley, Rob
Klemme, and Jim Gebhardt
ended together in pack to finish
205th, 213th, and 218th respectively with a time of 33:29.

To add to this near pefect day
came the fact that of the Wildcat's four losses in the regular
season this year two of them
were to Providence and Norrheas tern. Both of these teams
finished in the top three at the
ECAC's and will be representing
District 1 in the nationals.
"This has been a very impressive season," said Coach Boulanger. "The team chemistry
is what r~ally made everything
come together."
An impressive season indeed.
Looking to next season, five of
this year's top seven teams will
be refurning next year. Could
UNH see the top fifteen?

Brennan named All-Star
At the ECAC's this past weekend the 'Cats had a strong showing
finishing 23rd out of 57 teams. (Dan MacDonald photo)

r--------------------------- ,
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Sports Photographers
for all winter sports.
Contact Sharon
Donovan

at 862-1490 or stop by
room 151 in the MUB
for more information

L--------------------------- -

By Richard D'Avolio
For the first time at UNH a
junior on the men's soccer team
has made the New England
Intercollegiate Soccer League
All-Star team.
Junior Scott Brennan who led
the 'Cats in points this season
with 15, five goals for two points
each and five assists, was selected by the coaches of all the New
England colleges for the North
New England team which will
play the team from southern
New England this coming Sunday, November 20 at Worcester
Polytechnical Institute in Massachusetts.
The UNH midfielder has a
record 45 career points at UNH
and surprisingly has one more
season left to play.
Brennan who was selected to
the All-Area team last year as
a sophomore, was picked as
captain on this year's team.
"He is one of the top five
players in New England," said
head coach Ted Garber.
Only 23 players make this
team and they are selected from
all the teams in Divisions one,
two, and three according to
Garber.
"It's quite an honor...you can't
vote for your own players so that
savs a lot for Scott," said Garber.
'uNH was only 4-9-1 this year
and accord· ng (O Gatbe.r co~ches
usual1y select players from

With his offensive abilities Scott Brennan dazzled opposing
defenses and earned himself a spot on the New England

Intercollegiate All-Star team <file photo}
teams that were vc:1y successful
in the season.
'Tm pretty happy about it... considering the season we had
I was wondering if I would even
make anything this year," Scott
Brennan said just minutes after
finding out he had been selected
for the team.
"Ac times the team really
played well and maybe that's
what the coaches looked at in
picking me," Brennan said. "I _

am looking forward to going
down there and representing
the school. Hopefully I will do
well."
"Scott Brennan exemplifies
the true meaning of an all-star.
He is a team player who always
displayed good sportsmanship
on the field," Garber said. "He
was always a marked man out
there (on the field) because of
his ability, but he seemed to
handle it pretty well."

-

.,
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Sports
Defense keeps Wildcat s in playoff race
touchdown, this time from the
The UNH football team has URI 2-yard line. With 13:41 left
had a season similar to that of in the half it was New Hampthe New England Patriots. You shire 14-3. The score remained
think that they are out of the same until the half as both
contention and then they keep teams floundered offensively.
Neither team could muster
winning just enough to make
things interesting. UNH beat a scoring drive in the third
the Rhode Island Rams 17-9 on quarter. Both teams punted
Saturday to keep them alive in twice in the quarter and both
the Yankee Conference title failed on fourth down conversions. URI's attempt came off
race.
Rhode Island opened the a fake punt at midfield. 'Cats
scoring at 5:46 of the 1st quarter linebacker Kevin Henningsen
with a 30-yard field goal. The made the tackle shore of the first
drive was set up wh~n senior down on the New Hampshire
quarterback Bob Jean fumbled 46-yard line.
URI's Steve Monaco hit wide
at the New Hampshire 18-yard
line. This was basically the story receiver Jerry Williams for a 20of the entire contest, with both yard touchdown pass with 10:36
teams playing rather sloppy and left making it 14-9. The Rams
tried for a 2 point conversion,
undisciplined foocball.
New Hampshire gave up four bur it was broken up by the 'Cats
fumbles and one interception , Basil Jarostchuk.
Both teams were fumble
whereas Rhode Island handed
the ball over six times on two prone in the fourth _q uarter,
fumbles and four interceptions. losing the ball twice each. The
Both teams punted the ball 'Cats could not capitalize on
seven times during the course turnovers, but the defense continued to stymie the URI attack.
of the afternoon.
"It was a win," said senior After forcing the Rams to punt
receiver Curtis Olds. "The de- from deep in their own end, the
fense played great. They kept 'Cats took possession at the
us in the game. That was about Rhody 40-yard line. UNH
the only positive thing in this moved the ball to the URI 21yard line where Shawn Lane hit
game."
The 'Cars got on the board a 3 7-yard field goal with 1:38
on their second possession. Tom remaining in the game.
Following the field goal
Joy returned the ensuing kick
off for 38 yards to the New Rhode Island moved the ball all
Hampshire 40-yard line. From the way to the New Hampshire
there QB Bob Jean orchestrated 16-yard line. Monaco's pass
a nine play drive to the URI 4- went incomplete in the end zone
yard line. Tailback Norm Ford as time ran out.
"It was a big let down after
scored on a 4-yard run with 6:22
left in the 1st quarter. Kicker last week's win, but I guess it's
Shawn Lane added the- extra still a win," said Olds.
UNH ends the regualr season
point for a 7 -3 UNH lead.
After exchanging punts on with UMass at home this Satthe following possessions, the urday. If the 'Cats should win
'Cats John Dubots picked off a and BU beats Delaware, there
Steve Monaco (URl's Quarter- could possibly be a five way tie
back) pass at the Rhode Island for first place in the Yankee
26 yard line. UNH took just two Conference. Come out and give
minutes to get on the board your support in a crucial final
·
again. Ford again scored the .:.. season l!ame.
By Ward D. Fraser

Norm Ford hurdles over the top as he went on to score both touchdowns in the 17-9 victory
over URI this weekend, keeping UNH playoff hopes alive. (Eric Stites photo)
I

Basketb all team
topples X-men
I

By J. Russell Pabst

Do you think that the UNH
men's basketbal'J head coach
Gerry Friel is happy right now?
Well after his team's 86-73 win
over a relatively unknown St.
Francis Xavier (Canada) in
night's exhibition game, coach
Friel has a definite bounce in
his step.
"This (win) indicates that we
have the potential to be a decent
basketball team," coach Friel
said. "We played reasonably well
and it should help us with our
.
up, oming competi<;:>n."
According to Fnel, the marn
key to their success Friday night
was their shooting, 62.5 percent
from the floor and 68 percent
in the first half alone. The five
starters for UNH shot 71 percent for the game.
"It was a major key, no
· doubt" Friel said. "You shoot
60 pe;cent and you should win."
Senior guard Derek Counts
was the offensive spark for the
Wildcats , scoring 23 points as
well as doing a superb_ job
pushing the ball up the court
on the 'Cats relentless fast break.
Chris Per kings and Eric Thielen also had strong games. Each
netted 12 points and grabbed
a combined 17 rehounds.
New Hampshire opened up
in a zone defense in the first
half, trying to use their slight
height advantage a_n d team
quickness to their benefit. The
strategy, however , backfired
somewhat on Friel.
Although the Wildcats
plugged up the ioside on St.
Francis Xavier, the X-men's
Augy Jones lit up the scoreboard
from the outside. Jones pumped

in 14 points in the first h~lf, in
which he was 3-4 from three
point range. His last· bomb from
outside the circle sent the Xmen into the locker room at the
half with a 43-42 lead.
Offensively, the Wildcats ran
a controlled fast break as well
as pushing the ball inside in
their half court set. With key
baskets from Keith Carpenter
anti Dave Marshall, and the
passing of Counts, the Wildcats
built an 11 point lead with 9:36
left in the first half. The 'Cats
though, could only watch Augy
Jones and company chip away
at the lead, culminating in Jones'
three pointer at the end of the
half.
The second half, however,
was all UNH.
Coach Friel must have seen
enough from his zone defense
and opened the second stanza
with a man to man defensive
set.
"We were getting picked
apart from the outside," Friel
said. We switched to man and
got out on top of their shooters."
The lead bounced back and
forth for the first five minutes
of the half before the Wildcats
opened rhings up with 14 unanswered points.
St. Francis Xavier failed to
score for nearly eight minutes
during the spree, ending the
drought with Leo McPherson's
layup to cut the 'Cat lead to 12.
UNH wanted none of that, and
within a minute they were up
by 20 points and cruising to
victory.
Backup forwards James Ben
(7 rebounds in 12 minutes) and
Joe Spitale (2 rebounds and 7
points in 13 minutes) also

turned in excellent outings
coming off the bench for Friel's
squad.
Although Friel was pleased
with his team's performance,
he pointed to the number of
turnovers (22) they had as one
of the things on which they will
have to work before their season
opener at home against Brown,
on November 26 at _3:00 p.m.
"We've got a lot of work to
do on the things that hurt us,"
Friel commented. "It still remains to be seen if we can
compete
,..
if'"
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In th:ir ttrsc exh~biti~~- g.a m~ ~h~e UNH men's basketball team soared high as they defeated
St. Francis Xavier of Canada 86-73 last Friday night in the field house. (file photo).

